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Young Wild West Rescuing a Ranchman
OR, ARIETTA :A.ND THE RENEGADE COWBOYS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER !.-The Renegade Cowboys.
The golden sun was just sinking below a grove
of cotton-wood trees and already the hum of insects that continues all night in that portion of
our land known as the Staked Plain, that takes
in a part of New Mexico, as well as Texas, near
the headwaters of the Concho River, could be
heard. Seven horsemen, who, by their general
appearance were cowboys, rode slowly along,
talking and laughing as they went. Before them
lay the cottonwoods, while behind them as far as
the eye could reach lay an undulating stretch of
prairie land. The river, which wound its way
in snake-like fashion toward the woods, gleamed
here and there with a reddish tint, but as the
party neared the trees the God of Day appeared,
and a red glow in the west was all that marked
his late presence. By the time the cowboys
reached the trees the bright tints of the clouds
were fading away. Darh1ess was coming on rapidly now. The leader of the cowboys was a man
perhaps forty. His face was clean-shaven save
that a short mustache adorned his upper lip, and
the steely glitter in his gray eyes told plainly
that he was one of the determined sort. A close
observex might have noted that thexe was something about him that suggested the sinistexcruelty, · we might term it-and as he placed, his
hand to his forehead and looked backward over
the trail they had been following the nod of
satisd'action he gave might have indicated that
he feared danger to come from that direction.
"Can't see anything, kin you, Bob?" one of the
cowboys asked.
"No, not a sign of any one," was the reply. "I
reckon we're all right. It was a mighty neat
job we done to-day, an' all keepin' on ther cattle
range ther biggest part of ther time, we've managed ter cover our trail. It ain't likely they
know which way we went. Well, we've been putty nigh four hours in ther saddle now, an' ther
biggest part of ther time we've been ridin' right
hard. As night is comin' on, an' here's a fine
grove of cottonwoods right at hand, I reckon we'll
go in camp an' take a rest."
"That 's what I call a mighty good idea," one of
the others spoke up, at the same time giving a
nod of a p proval. "I reckon we've g ot enough

grub with us for suppe1· an' breakfast, anyhow.
But, as you say, Bob, we ain't g-oin' very far.
Ther chances are we'll be able ter strike out by
to-morrow noon. Since we've joined together for
~her_ ~urpose of raidin' ther ranches hereabouts,
1t am t likely that we're goin' ter starve. Ther
only thing we've got ter do is to be careful that
we don't git ketched by some one. We know
what that would niean well enough I reckon "
"Yes, I reckon we know," Jack~t. the le~det'
answered, with the vestige of a g-rin on his face.
"If Job Williard could have his say about it we
w:ould all be stl'ung up· in a hurry. Job never
did seem ter like me much, even after I got ther
job of foreman on his ranch. That was one
reason viliy I made up my mind to rob him. I
knowed who ter see about formin' a band of
renegade cow~oys. Ha, ha, ha! I knowed you
all, boys, but 1t took me nigh on ter two months
~er git yer all putty well. I wanted ter be satISfied that you could be depended on afore I
spoke ter yer about what I wanted ter do. I
was planmn' ter do this thing for a long time
an' at last ther chance come. There ain't a ranch:
man or cowboy within a hundred miles of here
as ain't very bitter ag'in us. They call us renegade 'cause we all posed as good, ·honest fellers,
an' then took ther chance of stealin' somethin'
afore we left our jobs. As far as I 'm concerned,
I want ter be called a renegade."
"So do I," a man called Jimmy answered,
quickly. "I'm proud of it, I am."
'_'Me, too," another spoke up, and then the rest
quickly expressed themselves the same way.
"Job Williard only had seven hundred dollars
in cash in ther house, but we've got it, boys. It
seems as though there was jest that amount
there so we would divide equally. It's a hundr ed
dollars_apiece, boys, an' with what little we had
afore we robbed ther {anch, I reckon we kin git
along for a few days, anyhow. We ain't got
much flour an' bacon with us, nor we ain't got
but a mighty little coffee; but we've got a fivegallon keg of good old tangle-foot, an' that's
what counts in a game like this. There ain't
noth in' as makes a man ~eel like fightin ' any
m ore than plenty of tanglefoot in his system."
"Ain't it about time we had some, Bob?" a tall,
lanky f ellow asked, with a grin.,
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'''Ve had· a drink a little over an hour ago, so he ·said, as he opened it. "There was jest seven
I reckon you kin wait till we go into camp. Come hundred dollars ter be found in ther house,
on. Let's find a good place right close to ther which makes a hundred apiece. While you_have
river, so ther horses kin eat ther grass they elected me as your leader, I don't consider that
want an' drink \\·hen they feel like it. We've I'm entitled ter any more than ther rest of yer.
got ter have water, too, yer know. Whisky ain't
I'm goin' ter share an' share alike to ther rest
for washin' an' cookin' ']:)urposes."
of you, every time we git hold of any money.
"There's a good . place right over there, Bob," Here yer are. The money is in tens, twenties an'
Jimmy spoke up, suddenly, as he pointed to a low fifties, so it won't take long ter count it ouf."
spot c]Qse to the bank of the stream, where there
He slowly counted out the monev and each man
wM a high bank and the trees and bushes grew received his share. Meanwhile the bacon was
frying over the hot fire, while the coffee was
in profusion.
.
"Yes, I reckon that's all right. Come on."
boiling. It was not long before Jimmy called out
Thev all rode down the bank and dismounted. that supper was ready. and showing that they
The keg of whiskey, a s well as some other were pretty hungry, they made a rush to get
things they had wifo them, were quickly untied their share of what there was to eat. By tbe
from the animals and they were teth~.r ed close time they had finished it was quite dark.
by. But belng in a hollow, where the~ had tem''I s'pose we'll have ter keep ther fire burnin'
porarily located, for on the other s:de of the till it's time to turn in," observed Jimmy, looking
river the land was very fl.at for quite a long around at the quantity of wood that lay there
stretch, any one coming from that direction wo'!-ld ready to be burned. "I've done my share in githave no difficulty in seeing the camp from qmte tin' ther supper, so I think that some of ther
a long distance. But it was not that way that rest of yer might turn to an' gather up enough
they expected danger to come from, so the vil- wood ter last us."
lainous cowboys made their preparations for supThe hint was quickly taken, and in le-ss than
per. When the bacon was sizzling in the f~' ying- ten minutes there was more than they would
pan, under the direction of the man called Jimmy, want to keep the fire going. Just as Jimmy got
the tall, lanky individual stepped over ~o the the fire fixed to his liking, the sounds made by
leader, and after eyeing the keg upon which he approaching horses came to their ears rather
was sitting for a moment in silence, said:
faintly.
"Now, then, Bob, how about a little tangle"Who's that, I wonder?" Jimmy cried, as he
foot jest for an appetizer afore supper, yer placed himself in a listening attitude.
know."
They all looked serious now, as they stood in
"All right, Cricket," \\·as the reply. "I don't the li)!ht of the brightly burning fire. Nearer
s'pose you kin wait any longer, so I'll jest draw came the sounds, and then they located them as
off a jugful. Fetch that jug here. That holds coming from the other side of the river. At
half a gallon. I rackon that will be enough for us length they could see the outlines of a party of
for ther night. We don't jest know when we'il riders as they neared the bank of the river, which
git a chance ter git any more of this .prime stuff, was not more than a hundred feet in width at
so we've got ter sorter use it sparfogly. I had that point. It was shallow, too, and they knew
my eye on that keg when Job Williard brought it that it could easily be forded by a party. As the
to ther ranch ther day afore yisterday. I knowed -riders reached the edge of the stream they came
putty well that he intended ter treat all ther to a halt.
boys· when payday come, which was to-day, but
"Hello!" a voice called out.
he didn't have time. While he was out on ther
"Hello, you1;self !" Bob Jacket answered, quickrange ter pay off them what was lookin' after ly. Then a horse suddenly entered the -river
the¥ cattle out there, we swooped down on ther and came a.cross.
- house. But I got my money first, boys. SixtyIt was a splendid sorrel stallion, as the villains
five dollars. Ha, ha, ha! That makes a hun- could see the moment they came within the radius
dred an' sixty-five that I've got, anyhow."
of light sent out from the campfire. Upon the
"You're better off than ther most of• us," and animal's back . was a dashing, handsome boy, atCricket shrugged bis shoulders and grinned. "I tired in a fancy hunting suit of buckskin. A
had ter sneak off afore payday come. I didn't wealth of long, light chestnut hair hung over his
shoulders, while upon his head a broad-brimmed
have a copper ter my name, either."
"Well, you'll soon have a cool hundred, any- sombrero was tipped in a graceful manner.
"Just what I thought," he said, and turning
how, Cricket. Here; jest hold that jug steady
his head he called out to those waiting at the
now till I fill her up."
It did not take long for the liquor to trickle other side to come on over. "It's a cowboy camp,
from the keg into the jug, and when it was filled all right. I reckon we'll stop here with them,
the rascally leader of the renegade cowboys put i! they have no objections."
"We sartinly ain't got no objections," spoke up
back the plug, driving it in securely.
The men had tin cups, so he invited them to Bob Jacket, glancinp.; at his companions in a
step forward and drink to the health of the peculiar sort of way. "You're a stranger in
or~anization he had formed for the purpose of these parts, young feller.
"Well, not exactly, though I have not been over
raiding, the ranches that lay in that territory and
also holding up any one they came upon and re- this ground for several months."
The boy quickly dismounted, and waited for
lieving them of their money and valuables. When
all had drunk to the success of the band Bob . his companions to get across the little stream.
As they finally appeared there the renegade cowJacket again sat upon the keg and drew forth an
boys were surprised to see that three were feold leather wallet.
"I'm _goin' ter be as good as my word, boys," males, two of whom were nothing more tha:a
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young girls in their teens. The other was a belongs ter me now," and as he spoke the leader
young woman, and all three were unquestionably of the villains made a flourish with his revolver.
pretty. A boy about the same age as the dashSpat I With lightning-like quickness the left
ing young fellow, a tall man with black hair and fist of the boy shot forward and caught him
mustache, and two Chinamen, made up the rest squarely on the jaw. This action was so unexof the party. The latter were in charge of two pected by the rest of the gang that they inwell-loaded pack-horses, and as Bob Jacket saw voluntarily lowered their weapons.
them he made up his mind right away that there
"Hands up, every one of you I" the boy called
was a lot of plunder for them.
out, sharply. "Boys, shoot the first man who
"You have got tents with yer, I see," he ob- does not obey!"
·
served, as he walked over and surveyed the packhorses.
"Lat light," one of the Chinamen 1'nswered, CHAPTER IL-What Young Wild West and His
with a bland smile. "We allee samee velly well
Friends Did.
fixee, so be."
"Well, I'i:n glad ter meet yer all. We've been
Bob Jacket sat upon the ground and looked
out all day lookin' for some stray cattle, an' we at the dashing boy in a dazed sort of .way. His
was so far away from ther ranch that we thought companions found themselves covered by the
we would bunk in here over night an' strike Qut other boy and the tall man, who sat upon their
ther first thing in ther mornin'. Y-0u're wel- • horses as coolly as though it was only an ordinary
come ter camp right here. To-morrow mornin' occurrence.
we'll point out ther way to ther nearest ranch,
"You heard what Young Wild West told yer,
if yer want te1· git ter one."
didn't yer?" a tall man wHh the :iong hair and
"All right, my friends," the boy who had first mustache asked, coyotes, or lead is. goin' ter
crossed the stream answered, as he looked at the fly."
man rather keenly. "While we are not parThat was quite enough. The six companions
ticular about reaching a ranch, of course we of Bob Jacket dropped their revolvers and raised
would be pleased to stop at one. What ranch do their hands almost in unison.
you fellows belong to?"
"Well, boys, I see you have got them," said
"The Do Well Ranch," Jacket answered, quick- the dashing young fellow who had so cleverly
ly. "I'm ther foreman over there."
and quickly knocked the leader down with a
"Can't say that I ever heard of such a ranch. blow from his fist. · "Just keep them that way
Who owns it?"
until I get through with this fell"ow. He made
"A man by ther name of Job Williard. A me spill some of my money."
mighty :fine man, too."
The boy held a revolver in his left hand, though
"Well, I neve1· heard of him before, either. how he had drawn it so quickly none of the reneBut I reckon we'll ride over and pay our re- gade cowboys could understand, and keeping its
spects to him in the morning. How far is the muzzle pointed toward the man on the ground,
ranch from here?"
he eoolly stooped and gathered up the coins that
"A good thirty miles."
had been scattered about. When. he had placed
The villainous leader of the renegade cowboys them back into the bag and deposited the same
was doing a lot of thinking just then. It struck in his pocket, he gave Jacket a smart kick in the
him that it might be just as well for him to go ribs and coolly said:
ahead and rob the strangers right now as to
"Now, then get up."
wait.until later.
''Can't you take a joke, young feller?" the
"Say, young feller," he said, suddenly, "kin rascal asked, as he quickly obeyed. · "I was only
you change a twenty-dollar bill? Ther boys was foolin' with yer. I made out I was goin' ter
jest thinkin' of havin' a little game of poker, an' take your money, jest ter see what . you would
when we got paid off to-day we didn't git much do."
change."
"Well, you saw what I did, didn't you?" and
"Certainly, I will change a twenty for you," there was a twinkle in the dark eyes of the
and the boy quickly produced a bag that . con- speaker.
tained a goodly supply of gold and silver coins.
There was no reply to this, so again turning
Jacket turned to his men who were standing his attention to the leader, the boy continued.
in a group on his left and gave a nod. Then he
"Now, then, I want to tell you something. The
suddenly made a grab for the bag of money, at moment I got within the light of your campfire
the same time whipping out his revolver. ~
I knew you were a scoundrel. That is why I was
"I'll take charge of that coin, young feller," he ready for you. I hardly thought you were going
said, with a hoarse laugh. "You struck ther to show your colors so quickly, though. I had
wrong place when you come here, 'cause we're an idea that you would permit us to · stop here
ther Renegade Cowboys, an' we're out after and wait ~ntil you thought we were asleep beeverything we kin git hold of in • ther line of fore you would attempt to rob us. But you
money."
started up your game right away, and now yoi.
His men had taken the cue, and the strangers see the result. This seems to be a pretty good
found themselves confronted by seven revolvers. place to camp for the night, so I reckon we'll
But the boy did not let go the money-bag, just stop here. But you fellows can't stay here. I
the same. He did not even appear to be much want you to get a move on you right awav and
frightened.
vacate. Do you hear what I say?"
';I think you are making a mistake, my friend,"
·'See here, kid," spoke up Jimmy, who seemed
he said, coolly. "That money belongs to me."
to be more cool than any of· the rest. "It ain't
"It did belong to you a little while ag;o, but it hardly fair for you to drive us away from this
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here place, jest 'cause one of your party wanted
ter play a joke on yer. There's plenty of ro9m
along ther river for you to camp, so since we re
here, I think yer oughter let us stay."
"What you think is one thing, and what I
think is another. Now, then, I am going to give
you just five minutes to get out of sight of this
pl ace. Move!"
Jimmy said nothing further, but promptly
started for the horses that were tethered close
at hand.
"Don't take the risk of firing a shot at us as
you leave," cautioned the boy, a smile showing
on his handsome face. "If you do you might
l)1iss, and then you woulil surely drop."
The rest now started after Jimmy.
"Hold on!" came the stern command.
"I
reckon you had better take what belongs to you
along. We don't want anything you have here.
There's a frying-pan and some other things."
"And um bigee keg of tanglefoot, too, Misler
Wild," spoke up one of the Chinamen, as he
looked at the keg with a certain degree of fondness.
"Well, I don't know what the keg contains,
Hop," the boy answered, "but I •have an idea
there might be whisky in its. If there is I will
soon empty it."
The words were scarcely out of his mouth when
he fired three shots at the keg: Then three
streams of liquid could be seen running through
the bullet-holes. None of the villain s made a
move to put up a fight, but quickly gathered up
their belongings and walked over to their horses.
They were watched closely by the two boys
and the man who had succeeded in getting the
best of them, and not until they had mounted
their bronchos was anything further said. Then
Jimmy turned half around in the saddle and
asked:
"Who are you, kid? I may want ter remember your name for some purpose or other."
"All right; if that's the case I will tell you.
My name is Young Wild West. The two who
helped me out just now are my partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the ex-government scout, and Jim
Dart, a chum of mine who hails from Wyoming.
If you would like to know who the rest are I
will tell you."
.
"Well, go ahead an' tell me, then. I always
was an inquisitive sort of galoot. You have got
ther best of us, of course, so we've got ter do
as you say. But maybe we'll meet again."
"Oh, I think we will, for I can judge you
• fellows pretty well. You seem to be a pretty
cool hand, and I certainly shall remember you.
What is your name?"
"Me handle is· Jimmy, an' I'm proud ter say
that I'm one of ther Cowboy Renegades what's
doin' business around this here section. Now,
then, go on an' tell us ther names of ther gals,
as you said you would."
"All right, I'll do that quick~ enough. The
young lady on the white mustang is Miss ATietta
:Murdock. I am proud to say that she is my
sweetheart. The elder of the other two is Mrs.
Anna Watson, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, who
is the gentleman with the mustache. The other
young lady is Miss Eloise Gardner, who happens
to 1 e the sweetheart of Jim Dart, my other part,
llc.·. But that is not all. You have no doubt

noticed that one of our Chinamen is helping
himself to your whisky. His .name is Hop Wah,
and he is one of the cleverest of his race. If
I cared about doing so I would let him perform
a few feats of magic for you, for he is certainly
a real professor in that art. The other Chinaman is his brother, whose name is Wing Wah.
He is our cook, and a quiet, inoffensive sort of
chap he is. Now, then, I reckon you know us
all pretty well. Do you think you can remember
what I have told you, Jimmy?"
"I reckon I'll remember enough."
"Keep still!" exclaimed Bob Jacket. "What
do yer want ter be so talkative for, Jimmy? Let
things go as they are. You have gone an' said
a whole lot too much already."
"\Veil, what do we care," Jimmy retorted, hotly. "We may as well let 'em know who we., are,
'cause they'll find out, anyhow, when they git
over to ther Do \Vell Ranch. Don't you s'pose
Job Williard will tell 'em how we robbed him
of his money?"
"Shet up," the leader fairly shouted. "What
do yer want ter admit ail that for? Job Williard don't know for a fact who it was as robbed
him."
Young Wild West was greatly interested in all
this, and as the villains were about to ride- away
he called out, suddenly:
"Just wait a minute!"
Not only his partners held revolvers now, but
the three girls of the party also.
. "Keeµ them covered, girls," said Young Wild
West, without taking his eyes from the man
caller! Jimmy. "I am going to let Hop collect
the money they stole from the ranchman. One
of them has told us enough to warrant it, I
think."
"We didn't steal a dollar from no one!" cried
Bob Jacket, at the same time looking angrily at
the man who had given the thing away.
"I don't believe what you say. Now, then, I
want you to shell out, and be quick about it
My finger is itching to press the trigger, aI\d if
my gun happens to go off it will be your last
moment on earth. I never miss when I fire a
shot."
·'I told yer I didn't steal anything," protested
Jacket.
"I told you that you did. Now, then, I'll give
you just two minutes to shell out the stolen
money."
The leader looked at his men in a helpless sort
of fashion. But there seemed to be no help for
it, for none of them showed the least sign of
putting up a fight. The boy's two partners and
the three girls were so close to them that they
could see the muzzles of the deadly revolvers
within a few inches of their faces.
"Jimmy," said the boy, turning his atttenion to
that villain, "I reckon I'll take a piece from your
left ear. You seem to be about as spunky as.anyone in the gang, and if I take a shot at you I will mark you so I will know you again. Just
turn your head a little to the left."
"Don't shoot!" cried the villain, losing his
nerve right away.
"Move your head a little to the left, I said."
While the villain hesitated the boy's revolvel'
ispoke with a spiteful crack.
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"Ow, ow! Murder!" roared the wretch, clapping his hand to the side of his head.
Blood was trickling from his ear, and when
he felt it upon his fingr-rs he let out a series of
yells that awoke the echoes.
"Shut up!" commanded the boy, his eves flashing. "Let out one more yell and I will put the
finishing touch to you."
"Don't shoot again, kid, don't! Please don't!"
"All right. You tell me how much money you
stole from ther ranchman you spoke of a little
while ago, then."
"Jest seven hundred dollars."
"All right, then. Hop, just collect the money,
and we will take it over to the ranchman in the
morning. Let me see," and he again looked at
Jimmy. "\¥hat din you say your victim's name
was?"
"Job Williard, of ther Do Well Ranch, which
is about thirty miles to ther northeast of here."
"Oh; all 1·ight. I reckon you're telling the
truth. Go ahead, Hop."
He went to Bob Jacket first, and a hundred
dollars was given to him as soon as the villain
could" separate it from what other money he
had in his possession. Then Hop turned to the
next and got his share of the stolen money. The
third man was Jimmy, who had it right in his
hand. The Chinaman did not stop until he had
gone to all of them, and then he stepped closer
to the right of the fire and counted the money.
"Allee samee seven hundled dollee, Misler
·wild," he observed.
'~All right, Hop. I reckon we'll let it go at
that. This fellow may have been lying some,
but I have reason to believe that he was not.
Now, then, you sneaking coyotes, tm·n your
horses and ride as though a sheriff was · after
you. Light out!"
Bob Jacket was the first to urge his horse
forward. Away he went like the wind. The
rest galloped aftei;...him, following a sort of trail
that ran almost parallel with the river. Young
Wild West and his comoanions watched them
until they had disappeared in the darkness.
"Well, that's what I call pretty good," said the
boy, shrugging his shoulders and nodding his
head. "Who would have thought that we would
have struck a gang like this? When we saw
the light from the fire we all thought we had
struck a party of cowboys, but it turned out
that they were renegade cowboys, as one of them
took pains to boast about. I reckon we'll find a
little work to do in these parts." ·
"An' I'm blamed- glad of it, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie answered, with a smile. "It's been putty
tame ther last two or three· days. All's we've
had ter do is ter shoot ther game we come across
an' ride along without meetin' a bad white man
or an Injun."
"Well, Charlie, you just see to it that Hop and
Wing put up the tents- in a suitable ·place. Jim
and the girls will lend their assistance, of course.
I am going to follow those fellows to · see how
far they go before they stop."
The young deadshot, as Young Wild West was
familiarly known, started his sorrel stallion forward and was soon following the trail taken by
the Cowboy Renegades. His companions went
right at work, just as though nothing- had happened at all' to disturb them. The two Chinamen
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had been in the employ of Young Wild ·west an rl
his friends so long that they had a systematic
way of doing things, and in much less time
than one would think it possible they had erected
two tents, one for the male members of the party
and the other, a smaller one, for the girls. More
wood was thrown upon the fire, and as Cheve·nne
Charlie threw on a couple of sticks himself, he
gave a chuckle and said:
"Them galoots was mighty kind in havin'
things all ready for us. We!J, there's nothin'
like havin' folks ter fix up things for your comfort. \,Vow! but wasn't they a scared lot!"
They kept on talking over what they called a
mere incident for perhaps ten minutes, and then
they heard their dashing young leader returning.
"])id yer overtake 'em, Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked, as the boy rode up . and dismounted.
"Yes. They stooped a little over a mile further down the river. I stopped, too, but I crept
forward and heard them say enough to make
me understand that they will be back before
the night has passed. They are a very angry
lot, I · must say."
"Well, let 'em come. I reckon they'll get more
than they're lookin' for, if they do." "They certainly will, Charlie. Now, then, suppose we have a . little supper. I, for one, am
pretty hungry, since I haven't eaten a mouthful
since a little before one o'clock to-day."
The supper was soon ready, and then they all
sat down and enjoyed it just as though there
was not an enemy within a hundred miles of the
camp. They had just about finished the meal
when the clatter of hoofs was heard. The next
minute a band of perhaps a dozen horsemen
dashed up into the light of the fire.

CHAPTER III....:...Our Friends Start for the Do
Well Ranch.
The Renegade Cowboys· had made a mistake
when they thought Job Williard, the ranchman
they had robbed, would not be able to find their
trail very soon. It happened that Williard returned to the- house less than half an hour after
the robbery was committed. When he entered
and found (his wife and the woman who helped
her with the housework bound and gagged he
was astounded. But he was not long in liberating them, and then he learned how Bob Jacket,
his foreman, with six other cowboys, had entered
the house unexpectedly and surprised the two
women. Williard was a brave man who had
fought his way up to a prosperous ranch owner
from a homeless boy who had drifted to Texas
and started in to work with a will.
While he had never liked the man he employed
as foreman, he had been unable to find anything
wrong about him, and as Jacket had filled the
position very well, he had allowed him to remain.
It happened that in the renegade band there
was no one belonging to the Do Well Ranch but
Bob Jacket. After he had listened to the story
Williard cooled down somewhat, 'b ut with a grim
nod of determination, he said:
"Well, I reckon I'll git as many of ther boys
together as I kin an' start after 'em. It's only
seven 'hundred dollars they took, but that's a
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whole lot jest now, since I've used up all ther '
cash I had ter pay off ther mortgage. I want
that money, ari' you kin bet I'm goin' te1· git
it back, too."
He soon left the house, and it wa~ not long
before he had gathered ten of the cowboys who
happened to be in just then, together. When
they heard of ~the robbery the cowboys were
eager to get after the thieves, as might be !!"Opposed. Williard, as well as some of the cowboys,
was clever at following a trail, so it was not
long before they struck the fresh tracks of the
Renegade Cowboys, and then they rode hard
to overta ke them. On they rode, and finally they
neared the high bank that ran along the Concl10
river at that point. They kept o~ at a gall.op,
and the fi r st thing they knew a brightly burnmg
campfire suddenly appeared before them. .At
first Job Williard thought he had come upon the
robbers. but when he saw there were females
in the camp he knew right away that he was
mistaken.
"Hello, strangers!"
It was Young Wild West who spoke, and as
he stepped before the cowboys who had come to
a halt, they all had a good chance to look at his
handsome face · and figure in the firelight.
"Hello, boy!" the ranchma11 answered. "It
sorter surprised me to find a camp here. We've
been followin' a gang of thieves what robbed
my ranch to-day. Ther trail led strai_g ht heTe, it
seems."
:,
"You're right on that, because we met the
scoundrels a little while ago. I suppose you are
Job Williard, of the Do Well Ranch?"
"That's who I am, boy. But where is them
galoots now?"
"Not more than a mile from here. Just take
it easy and give your horses a r est, and then
you will be able to get them."
"Git off your horses, boys, all" we'll._give 'em
a rest. I'm goin' ter do jest what this young
feller says," said the ranchman.
"I am glad to meet you, Mr. Williard," Wild
said, as he put out his hand and shook with
him. "I suppose you think it rather strange to
see us camped here, especially with girls in the
party. But I assure you that we are comfortably situated, and we are used to this sort of
thing. I'd better introduce myself to yciu, so I
will tell you that my name is Young Wild West."
"Git out I" exclaimed Williard, Iris eyes opening wide. "Why, I've heard of you, Young Wild
West."
" P r obably you have. I hope nothing to my
detriment, though."
"Nothin' but good, you kin bet. So you're
Young Wild West, ther champion deadshot, are
yer?"
"Well, that's what some folks call me. I'll
admit that I am a pre-tty good shot with a revolver or a rifle, and I am always ready to shoot,
whether it is for fun or fair."
The cowboys pressed around the young deadshot and looked at him in admiration. No doubt
all of them had heard of him, for his fame had
ce1·tainly reached ov~r the e,ntire region that was
called the Wild West.. Wild was not long in introducing his partners and the girls. They talked
talked for five minutes, and then Wild nodded
to the ranchman, and said;

'•

Now, Mr. Williard, if you are ready I'll show
you where the gang you're in search of ar.e located. But I forgot something. They stole seven
hundred dollars from your house, I hear."
"Yes, it was just that amount," Williard retorted.
. "Well, I have the money. You see, I made
them fork it over."
"Yer did!"
The ranchman looked very much surprised as
he spoke. .
"Yes, and I did it easily."
Then the boy related what had happened when
he crossed the stream with his companions and
first met the Renegade Cowboys. Williard and
his cowboys listened in astonishment.
"An' you got ther best of ~m after they had
ther drop on all of yer, too!" he exclaimed.
"Yes, but that was not difficult. You see, they
were not dreaming of such a thing that we would
ttfrn on them so quickly. Probably they thought
that we would come back and beg for our lives
to be spared. But that is not the way we do
business, eh, boys?"
"You kin 1iet your life it ain't," Cheyenne
Charlie declared, while Jim Dart quickly added:
"We never did anything like that yet, anyhow."
"Well, well! This is what I call an amazin'
story, ain't it, boys ?" the ranchman said, turning to the cowboys.
"It sartinly are, boss," the one called Jacko
ltnswered.
"Well, come on," said Wild. "I will get my
horse and we will ride down the stream a ways.
When the Renegade Cowboys, as they called
themselves, and seem to be proud of the name,
left there they only went about a mile away. I
followed them and crept up close to them after
they had halted. I heard them say that they
were coming back here to clean us out some time
during the night. But I reckon the best thing
to do now is to corral them."
The young deadshot was not long in getting
his sonel stallion ready, and mounting, he nodded for the ranchman and the cowboys to follow
him. Chai-lie and Jim made no move to accompany our hero, for smce he had not said anything
to that effect, they knew that pTobably they
were not wanted. Wild rode on slowly, talking
in low tones with the ranchman until thev were
getting too close to the spot where he had seen
the villains to keep up a conversation. He knew
just the exact spot where he had halted before,
so when this was reached he passed the word
for all hands to dismount, and then they started
forward on foot, treading their way in a cautious manner. It was not long befor e t he boy
was able to see the exact spot whe1·e the r enegades had halted. But they w ere not ther e now.
Whether or not they had got wind of the
fact that they were being pursued could not be
said·, but anyhow, they had van isl1ed. H e walked from behind the clump of t rees whei·e he had
stepped to take a look, and after sat isfying himself that there were none of the villains about,
.he told his companion s to go and get their horses.
He followed them, and wheu they all mounted,
he said:
"Well, Mr. Williard, I hardly think it is necessary for me to go on with you just now. I have
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be had at weddin's," the scout answeren, with a
scoundrels to-night, anyhow. But if you see fit, grin. ''Look at ther fun I had when I g·ot maryou can take the trail, if you are able to find· it ried. I reckon there wasn't a jollier galoot in
ther whole crowd. Some of these days there
in the dark."
"'Oh, we'll keep right on after 'em," declared will be a big double weddin',. which I s'pose will
the ranchman, who, though he had the· money take place up in Weston, or maybe clown at.
that had been stolen from him in his pocket, Buckhorn Ranch." ·
"That's~all right, Charlie. Never mind about
seemed bent on punishing the scoundrels for what
that. When I -get old enoi..gh to many I will
they had done.
"Well, if you happen to get tnem come back think something- about it. I am only a boy yet,
this ,vay. Meanwhile, if we don't see anything and so is Jim, while · Arietta and Eloise might
of you by to-morrow morning, we will ride over be called children by some folks. You can bet
to your ranch and stop there, if you have no that there will be lots to happen before the
double wedding ever takes place."
objections."
They were not long in coming up with the
"What
"Objections!" exclaimed Williard.
would I have objections for? Why, Young· Wild returning ranchman and his cowboys, and then
\Vest, you and your friends is welcome ter stay they learned that they had been unable to find
at my ranch jest ..as long as yer want ter, an' it the thieves. They were pretty well tired out,
won't cost you a dollar, either. We like com- too, for they had been in the saddle the gTeater
pany over there: My wife will be mighty glad part of the night, so wh_en Wild advised that
ter see yer. I've got .two daughte1·s, too, but they return to the ranch at once they were more
they won't be home afore to-morrow. They went than willing.
• "It will be all right," the young deadshot added
over to a neighbor's of ours ter help fix up some
weddin' preparations. There's goin' ter be a with a confident 'smile. "Those fellows will not
weddin' over there ther day after to-morrow, an' go far away. They will be looking for satisfacit will be a high old time. Pete Judson's gal tion, and that will lead them to us again. You
is goin' ter be married ter a young feller named just leave it to me, Mr. Williard. If we don't
Buck Miles. Miles is a fine young man, too, corral them inside of a couple of days, my name
though he's been a cowboy for about seven is not Young Wild West."
years. He had a little money left ter him by
a relative in ther East, an' he's bought a ranch
for himself. There sartinly will be a high old
time at ther weddin', and I want you folks ter CHAPTER IV.-Our Friends Meet the Ranchbe ther."
man's Family.
"Thank you. Since we have nothing to hinder
us, as far as we know just now, we will be glad
It was noon by the time our friends arrived
to attend. Well, I hope you have luck in find- at the Do Well Ranch. Owing, to the fact that
ing the Renegade Cowboys."
the pack-horses were loaded quite heavily and
"We'll do our level best, you kin ·bet."
the bronchos the ranchman and the cowboys were
Then the cowboys gave a subdued cheer for riding had been put to a severe test, they did
the dashing young deadshot, and rode away with not hufry as fast as they might otherwise have
their employer. Wild rode slowly back to the done. Although disappointed at not having caught
camp, and when he told his waiting friends that the Renegade Cowboys, Job Williard was much
the villains had taken leave they were not much pleased at hav:ing recovered his money.
surprised, especially Cheyenne Charlie. They kept
"I reckon I kin put that seven hundred dollars
a good watch and occasionally our hero or one to a great deal better use than them galoots
of his partners took a stroll around to listen could," he observed, as'-they were talking about
for sounds that would indicate the return of the it when they came in sight of the ranch. "I've
ranchman and his cowboys. But nothing was got m:y place all clear ?f debt now, an' ,vhat I
heard of them, and when it came time to turn in make lll ther future will be all mine. There's
for the night Jim Dart took his watch, and the some flxin' up ter be done, an' it will take ther
rest were soon sleeping upon their blankets in biggest part of the seven hundred ter do it.
the tents. The night passed quietly enough, and But I ain't got no kick comin'. I've clone raisin'
when morning came there were still no signs of cattle, an I hope by next year this time ter be
the searching party. Breakfast was cooked and ten thousand dollars beter off."
eaten and then Young Wild West decided to go
"Well, from what I can see of your ranch, you
straight to the Do Well Ranch. In a few minutes certainly know your business pretty well. I never
they set out, and they had· not covered more than saw anything kept in finer order, from the builda mile before they observed a party of horseman ings to the corral fences," Wild answered. "That's
riding toward them. One glance showed them a mighty nice herd of cattle you have got over
that it was the searching party.
-there, too."
"Yes, they're all long,horns, ther kind that's
"Well, boys," said our hero, noddinJ: to his
partners, "I reckon the Renegade Cowboys must generally raised in Texas. But I've got- a herd
have given them the slip. That means that we of about four hundred ·an' eighty of ther other
will ·have some work to do. We will stop at kind. I've heard say that they make ther best
the Do Well Ranch for two 01· three days, and beef, though I can't say as I see any difference.
you can bet we will find something· to keep us Anyhow, we git a little bigger price for 'em in
busy. We have got to attend that wedding, too, ther market. But come on. I see my wife waitfor there is always lots of fun to be had at such in' for us on ther porch. I. reckon she's been
mighty anxious about us."
affairs."
"That's right!" the ranchman exclaimed.
"You kin bet your life there's lots of fun ter
an idea that you won't be able to catch the
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"Annie an' Maggie are comin', sure enough. I
"It's wonderful how you could have got ther
knowed they was comin' home to-day some time, best of them that way," and the ranchman shook
but I thought they would git there sooner than his head and looked admiringly at the boy.
this. I reckon they'll be a whole lot surprised
"Well, that's all right. I suppose it's my way
ter find that they're goin' ter have gals ter stop of doing things, that's all. I xeckon I'll have a
11t ther ranch for a while."
good chance at Jacket and his gang, for they
As the party rode up to the ranch the two certainly must have an awful grudge against
girls who were riding swiftly toward the ranch me now. They halted to give up that seven hunwere easily a quarter of a mile away. Mrs. dred doJJars, but there was no help for it. A
Williard evinced great surprise when she was fellow called Jimmy was the coolest one of the
introduced to Young Wild West and his friends. lot, but when I clipped a little bit of his ear ofl'
Like her husband, she had heard of the young with a bullet he melted quickly enough."
deadshot and those who traveled with him. She
"That feller was workin' for Pete Judson, I
gave the girls a genuine Western welcome, and reckon. Seems ter me he had a galoot there
by the time they were beginning to know each named Jimmy."
other the ranchman's daughters rode up. Thev
"You mean the man who is going to have the
wei-e rather pretty girls, both under the age wedding at his house to-morrow?"
of twenty, and to say that they were delighted
"Yes, that's him. Judson is all right. He
at meeting A,,rietta, Anna and Eloise would hard- ain't got along as well as I have, but I reckon
ly be expressing it. But when they learned he's in a fair way ter git ahead in ther world.
that they were going to stay at the Do Well He's got a fine lot of cattle, an' he thinks he'll
Ranch Jong enough to attend the wedding that make a good thing out of 'em."
was to take place at Judson's, they clapped their
Wild and his partners went to the house with
hands with glee. Young Wild West was not much the ranchman after they had seen to their horses,
surprised at the fine welcome they got, for he leaving Hop and Wing putting away thelr outhad stopped at so many ranches in his travels fit and supplies. The chatter of the "women
that he knew just about how such people were.
folks," as Williard called them, could be heard
It was rarely that they were ever asked pay before they got to the house, and it did not cease
for board and lodging. In the majority of cases when they entered. Like their mother, the ranchit would not be taken if offered. Hospitality man's daughters knew how to talk. But Arietta,
seemed to be in the regular order of things Anna and Eloise were doing their part, too, and
an:iong the people who lived on the cattle rnnges Cheyenne Charlie grinned broadly as he paused
and boundless prairies. Mrs. Williard was a at the door and looked in upon them.
rather talkative woman, and not until she had
"What is this here, a sort of she-male congone over the story of how the Renegade Cow- vention?" he asked.
boys had surprised her and robbed the house
"Never mind what it is," Anna retorted, quickdid she invite them inside. The girls accepted ly. "If you don't like to hear the talking you
the invitation, while our hero and his partners can go out again."
took the horses to the stable, which was not far
"Oh, I like ter hear a chatterin' like this. Go
distant from the house. The cowboys had al- ahead an' let yourselves· go."
ready put away their horses, and were gathered
There was a laugh at this, and then questions
at their headquarters near the barn, which was began to come to the male members of the party.
a rather Jong shack and roughly furnished for Wild and Charlie answered the questions as fast
their use. The ranchman explained that he paid as they were put to them, though Jim, as was
liis men sixty dollars a month, and furnished usually the case, did not say much.
them with food, which they had to cook for themselves. He did this whether they were at home
or out on the range. When the round-UTlS were
made a wagon went with them, as was the case CHAPTER V.-The
Renegade Cowboys Make
on any of the ranches.
Their Second Raid.
"Some of ther boys what work for our neighbors don't git more than fifty a month," he said.
The Renegade Cowboys were not feeling in a
''But I believe in payin' a man what he's worth. good humor when they halted about a mile beWhat I've got here I'm glad ter say is worth low the spot where they had met Young Wild
sixty dollars a piece. I was payin' Bob Jackel West and his friends. They had been subjected
sixty-five, 'cause he was foreman. I told yer to a course of treatment that was entirely new
afore that I never liked him much, but he at-- to them, but they were all willing to agree that
tended to his business puty well. Now I kin see they had acted wisely. They t~ked it over for
why it was that I didn't like him. It seems some little time, and never once dreamed
that a feller kin sometimes figure up a man's Young Wild . West was listening to them. that
A
character, don't it?"
little while after our hero returned to the camp
"I find it that way in almost every case," Wild the man called Jimmy stepped over to the leader
retorted~ "I have made it my business to study and said:
a person's character by his face and manner o!
"Cheer up, Bob. There ain't no use in settin'
speaking, and it is very seldom I have missed there as solemn as an' owl. Maybe yer think it
my conclusion in regar'd to him. I knew Jacket was my fault for losin' ther seven hundred dolwas a villain the moment my eyes rested on him lars. If yer do I want yer to make up yer mind
last night. I was expecting we would have that I done ther right thing."
trouble with the bunch of them, but I didn't have
"I ain't findin' no fault with you, Jimmy,"
any idea it was coming so soon. However, when Jacket replied, shaking his , head. "What I'm
it did come I was ready."
doin' jest now is some mighty hard thinkin'. Tba
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Young Wild West, as he's called, is a mighty ,wf.:'11 have ter postpone this little arrangemen~
dangerous customer. He will be after us now of ours. Job Williard an' his cowboys is comred ho't, so ther only thing for us ter do is ter in'."
"Yes, I rather think it would be a good idea
cut his · life short as soon as possible. We've
already decided we're goin' b\ck there some time ter put it off," Jimmy answered, promptly.
afore mornin', but when we do it we want ter
The rest were quite willing to the postpone-·
be sure that we made a good job of it. I've been ment, so, after they listened for a while and
thinkin' about them gals, too, especially that one heard the voice of Williard, which they well
with ther yaller hair. My! but she's a real knew, they turned and let their horses walk slowbeauty, ain't she? Did you see how she handled ly away mi.ti! they were well out of hearing.
that gun when she pointed it at us? She's ther Then they broke into a gallop, and did not stop
gal for me, boys. If we kin only put Young riding until they had covered a distance of five
Wild West out of ther way we'll take them miles. They reached a patch of woods, which
three gals an' look up some good hiding-place, had a deep gully running through it. It was at
where we kin live for a while. They kin do our the south end of Williard's cattle range, and
washin' an cookin' for us. It will be sorter home- there were plenty of places fot the Renegade
like ter have women folks around."
Cowboys to hide for the night. It happened that
The villain chuckled as he said this, which Bol; Jacket and some of the others were auite
was the first time he had showed signs of light- familiar with that part of the country, so half
heartedness since Young Wild West had so neat- an hour after they left the river bank they came
ly turned the tables on him.
to a halt in a little glen, where a stream of
"You have got a good head on yer, Bob," Jimmy water trickled down among the rocks, and the
declared nodding approvingly. "I reckon we branches of the trees overhead effectually shut
kin man~ge ther thing all right. All's we've got out the starlight.
ter do is ter sneak up close to ther camp an'
"This will be a good enough headquarters for
pick out ther ones we want ter shoot. They a while, anyhow," Jacket observed, as he struck
sartinly won't be keepin' sich a good watch that a match and looked around. "I reckon we could '
we can't do it. I reckon I, for one, know some-'- even make a fire here an' not· have it seen by
thin' about woodcraft as well as they do. What any one. But we don't need one
now, so
do yer say if we go right now? They won't be yer kin light matches until yer find jest
a good place
thinkin' of sich a thing as us comin' back so ter lay down, an' then we may as well turn in.
soon, anyhow."
There's nothin' like a good rest,
know. In
"A good idea, Jimmy," and the leader prompt- my opinion, ther best time ter doyerour
work is
ly arose to his feet. ":We'll go, rig~t away an' in ther daytime, 'cause no one ain't expectin'
it.
have ther thing over with. We 11 git our seven If we was ter strike out after Young Wild West
hundi·ed dollars back, an' a whole lot more, per- an' them what has pursued us right now, they
haps, 'cause Young Wild Wes~ had a _pile of would be expectin' us all ther time. Most likely
gold an' silver in that bag I tried ter git away they'll keep a good watch' all night at ther ranch
from · him. Most likely all of 'em is puty well house, too. Young Wild West an' his crowd will
fixed. J've heard say that they own a couple of surely go there, I'm satisfied."
gold mines, or somethin' lik~ that. ~ut I never
"All right, Bob; whatever you think best,"
had no idea it was Young Wild West.
Jimmy answered.
"I reckon none of us did."
It .was rather early
evening, but the
"Welt, boys," and Jacket turned to th_e rest, renegades were pretty in the
tired out, for they
"what do yer say? Are yer ready ter stnke out had been in the saddle well
greater part of the
for that camp an' clean out Young Wild West day. One by one theythe
lay down upon their
an' his pards in a hurry?"
blankets and dropped off to sleep. It was broad
"We are " came the response from all hands.
daylight when Jimmy awoke. As he saw the
"All rigbt, then. Now, remember one thing. rays of the
rising sun piercing the foliage at the
There's seven of us, an' there's only three ter mouth
the glen he got up and walked around
be shot over at that camp, unless it's ther two a few of
minutes. Then satisfied that they were
Chinamen, too. But it ain't likely they'll put up perfectly
safe, he aroused his companions.
a fight, an' they might come in handy ter help us
"Hello!
mornin', eh?" Bob Jacket exclaimed,
out along with ther gals. Now, then, what I as he sat it's
up and looked around him. "I didn't
wa~t yer ter do is, when we git close enough to know I'd been
asleep that long. I must have
be sure of what we're doin', to be sure ter pick
out your man. Three of us will shoot at Young been putty tired out."
"Well, I reckon we was all putty well tired
Wild West at ther same time. Two kin take one
of his pards, an' ther other two ther other one. out. But I never kin sleep after it gits daylight," "Jimmy answered. "What do yer say,
I'll fix it right now."
Then he went on to pick out those who were Bob? Do yer think it will be safe ter kindle
a fire to cook some breakfast?"
to do the shooting at the young deadshot and his
"I'll go an' take a look afore I decide on that
partners. Having made sure that they all understood, he gave the word to mount their horses point," and so saying the leader got up and
and ride back along the bank of the river. They started to ascend the rather steep bank.
He made his way up until he reached a lofty
were getting pi·etty close to the camp when the
ranchman and the cowboys rode up. The moment point · of rock that was in about the middle of
the villains heard the clatter of hoofs they un- the timber patch. Then he selected a tree that
derstood right away who it was coming. Bob was easy to climb and was soon near the top.
From here he had a pretty good view of the
Jacket at once called a halt.
"Boys," said he, shaking his head, "I reckon surrounding country. When he had spent fully
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five minutes in scanning what there was to be
fieen he gave a nod of satisfaction and muttered:
"Only a big herd of cattle about seven or eight
miles to ther north. Ther cattle belongs to Job
Williard, too. I've half a mind ter send a couple
of ther boy s out ter git one of 'em, But I reckon
we had better wait."
He descended the tree and then made his way
down into the glen again.
"Go ahead an' start a fire, boys, "he called out.
"There ain't ther sign of anything livin' ter be
Reen except a herd of cattle. I reckon we're jest
,.~ safe here as if we was a thousand miles
nway. After we've had breakfast, an' I light
my pipe, I'll think of the r best way ter settle
this job. Of course, we did intend te1· pay a
visit ter Jud son's Tanch to-day. It sartinly will
~ a good time, 'cause most likely he'll be out
helpin' Williard ter find us, a'n' they'll never think
of sich a thing as us goin there. I ain't jest
made up my mind whether well go on an' do
this or whether. we'll turn our attention ter
cleanin' oilt Young \Vild West an' his partners.
But I'll let yer know after I've ~moked a while.
Tobacco is a thing that alwavs makes me do
sound thinkin'."
Two of the men quickly gathered tog·ether some
twigs, and it 11·as not long before they had a fire
going. What they had to cook was placed over
the fire and in due time the breakfast was ready.
The fire was then extinguished, while the villains
made the best of their rather frugal meal. Then
Jacket lighted his pipe and sat upon a rock. He
puffed away in silence for fully five minutes.
Then he gave a nod and said;
"Boys, I reckon ther best thing we kin do is ter
ride over close to Judson's ranch, an' see what's
goin' on there. If there don't seem ter be no·body around there we'll make a raid on ther
house. We don't only want money an' whisky,
but we want some grub."
As they neared the biggest of the barns they
brought their horses to a walk, and keeping a
sharp lookout on either side, the_:y_ continued on
until they finally came to the barn. Bob Jacket
quickly dismounted, anc'. his men followed suit.
"Now, then," said he, in a whisper, "we've got
ter find out if there's any one here or not."
He crept softly around the barn and saw no
one. The building the cowboys occupied was
then visited, and it was found to be empty.
"We're in luck boys," the leader exclaimed,
jubilantly. "Thar only ones we've got ter handle
is them what's in ther house. Judson may be
there, but he won't amount ter much, 'cause
there's seven of us."
They waited for about ten minutes, and then
they suddenly saw two girls riding swiftly away.
"Hello!" exclaimed Bob, excitedly.
"There
goes Williard's gals. They've been over here
helpin' ter fix up things for ther weddin', I
s'pose."
"Let's git after 'em an' ketch 'em," suggested
Jimmy, eagerly.
"No, that won't do. We would spoil everything if we done that . . We kin git gals enough
any we want ter. We're goin' ter git Young
Wild West's gals first. But what we want now is
g-rub most of all. Maybe there ain't no one
there but ther old woman an' ther bride what's
to be. Ther chances are Judson has gone over

to ther settleu"ient ter buy things for ther weddin' feast. We'll wait ten minutes more, an'
then them gals will be well out of sight."
Huddled together behind one of the ' buildings,
they waited and ,.watched.
When about ten
minutes had passed they decided that it was safe
to go ahead, so mounting their horses they rode
toward the house at a gallop. As they came te
a halt an elderly woman come out of the door,
followed by a rather pretty girl. Both had their
sleeves rolled to the elbows, which showed that
they we1·e very busy in making preparations for
the wedding.
"Hello, missus!" Bob Jacket called out. "Is
ther boss around?"
"No, Bob," the woman answered, for she knew
him quite well. "He's gone over to the settlement. There ain't no one here but me and Jane."
She, of course, knew nothing of the raid that
had been made upon the Do Well Ranch, and
never once suspected that there was anything
wrong.
"Well,' how soon de yer think he'll be back?"
the leade1· of the Renegade Cowboys asked, as
he stepped upon the stoop.
·
"About noon, I should say."
"Well, I don't know whether we kin wait as
long as that or not. But say, missus, have you
got anything ter drink in ther house?"
"Yes, we have got some liquor here. Would
you like to have some?"
"We sartinly would. We've been out huntin'
for some stray cattle, an' we ain't had luck in
findin' 'em. We've been out since yisterday noon,
too, an' we didn't have nothin' for our breakfast this mornin'. You might git us somethin'
ter eat, too, if it wouldn't be too much trouble.''
"Sure, I'll git you somethin' to eat.''
It was just then that the woman noticed that
one of the men belonged to her husband's ranch.
"What are you <loin' here?" she asked, suddenly.
"Oh, I happened ier meet ther boys, an' I come
along with 'em "
.
"Well, why don't yer take 'em to your quarters an' feed 'em? You have got plenty of ·provisions there.''
"We're goin' ter eat right here in this house!"
exclaimed Jacket, suddenly. "Now, you jest keep
still an' take it easy. We're goin' ter tie your
hands, an' Jane's, too!"
The woman and the girl promptly began
screaming, but before they could get away they
were seized and roughly forced into chairs. Then
a lariat was brought into play, and they were
seen rendered powe1·less to move,
"Shet up that yellin'!" commanded Jacket,
fiercely, as he flourished his revolver at them.
"I want yer· to understand that we're ther Renegade Cowboys. We're on ther rampage, an' we're
going ter clean out every ranch in these here
parts. You jest keep on yellin' an' we;ll kill
yer!"
This terrible threat had the effect of subduing
the two at once. Pale and frightened; they
watched the men as they rummaged through
the house. Drawers and boxes were rifled, and
at the expiration of fifteen minutes as much as
a thousand dollars had been gathered by the
thieving band. The second raid the Renegade
Cowboys had made had proved al'l successful aa
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the first, but the question now was, were they
going to get away with their booty?

CHAPTER VI.-Job Williard is Captured.
It was quite a little after one oclock before
dinner at the ranch house was served. But this
made no diffeTence to our friends, since they
twere quite used to waiting for their meals, especially when danger threatened them, as it did
very often. But some allowance had to be made
for Mrs. Williard, who had not expected guests
for the noonday meal. As soon as the meal
was over, Young vVild West nodded to the ranch.
man and said:
"Now, Mr. Williard, I reckon we had bette1·
take a ride around and see if we can find anything of the Renegade Cowboys, I have a notion
that they are not many miles away at this very
minutes."
"I am of the same o]'.l.inion, Wild," was the reply. "If you're willin', I'm ready ter go with
yer jest as soon as you like."
"All right, come on, then. There is no need
of disturbing the cowboys just now. Let them
have a good rest. We might need them to-night,
you know."
"Jest as you say."
Charlie and Jim were ready and eager to go
along, so the four left· the house and went to
the stable. It was quiet at the cowboy quarters
just now, and there was no doubt that the majority of them were taking a nap. They soon
saddled their horses and then, mounting, started
to ride away from the buildings.
"How far is it to your nea1·est neighbor's, Mr.
Williard?" Wild asked.
"Jest about fifteen miles. That's where ther
weddin's goin' ter be to-morrow, yer know."
"Well, suppo-s~ we ride over in that direction,
then?"
"Do yer think you will be apt to find them
rascals over there?"
"Well, there is no telling. Since they have
banded themselves together for the purpose of
raiding the ranches hereabouts, we might run
across them."
"All right, then. We will go over and see
Judson. Maybe he has seen 'em around, or some
of his men has."
They rode across a stretch of the lrange for
about half a mile, and then struck a wagon
trail, which the ranchman said led over to Judson's. Wild really had no idea that they would
find the ones they were looking for at the ranch,
but he thought it a good idea to go over there
and then swing around and come back from
another direction. There was no telling just
where the villains were now, but he was well
satisfied that they were lurking somewhere about.
About half way to Jud.s on's they overtook a
team that was hitched to a buckboard. It was
going the same way they were, and they first
saw the rig it was about half a mile ahead.
"That's Judson's buckboard!" exclaimed Williard. "I reckon he's been over to ther settlement ter buy some things for ther weddin' feast,
or somethin' like that. Come on. We'll ketch
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him in a few minutes. I want ter introduce him
to you, anyhow. Judson is a fuie man."
They started forward at a faster gait. and ff
was not long before the man driving the team
saw them coming·, and slackened the speed of nis
horses. He brought them down to a walk, and
in a very short time the four rode up.
"Hello, neigh1ior !" Williard cal~ed out. "I've
got some friends here I want ter introduce you
to."
"Is that so, Job?" the man asked, looking at
our hero and his partners curiously. "Strangers
in these here parts, I reckon."
"Well, they might be strangers around here,
but I reckon they know ther whole country putty
well. Mr. Judson, let me make you acquainted
with Young Wild West, ther Champion ( Deadshot
an' Boy Hero of ther Wild West."
"What,!" and the neighbot opened his eyes in
amazement. "So this is Young Wild West, is it?
Well, I'm mighty glad ter know him. How do
yer do, my boy?"
"Pretty well, thank you!" Wild answered, as
he shook hands with him.
"This is Cheyenne Charlie, ther old scout,
which has been in so many fights with ther redskins," went on Williard, with a smile, as he
pointed to Cliarlie.
"I'm awful glad ter meet you, too," declared
Jud;on.
"Ther same here," Charlie answered, as he
shook hands with him.
"An' this is Jim. Dart, ther other partner of
ther Chan:1.pion Deadshot," concluded the 1·anchman, as Jim rode close enough to the buckboard
to shake hands with Judson.
"Blamed if I ain't glad ter meet yer all," declared Judson, "I've heard lots about you fellers, an' I must say it's quite an honor t.er know
yer. Job," and he turned to. Williard, seriously,
"I wafit Young Wild West an' his pards ter
come ·to ther weddin' to-morrow."
"Oh, they're 'comin', all right, neighbor. I've
give 'em ther invitation. I -took it on myself
ter do it, yer know."
"Good! We'll be mighty glad ter have 'em."
"Ther gals is over at my house now, an' they'll
be along, too."
• "Will they? How many is there of 'em?"
"Three. One is Cheyenne Charlie's wife an'
ther other two is a little two young ter git
married, I reckon; but I s'pose they will be afore
many years," and he looked slyly at Wild .and
Jim.
"Well, I want 'em to come 1over good an' early.
Ther weddin' ain't goin' ter take place till eight
o'clock to-morrow night, but we're goin' ter have
a little dance afore supper, which is to be had
at six. We're goin' ter have somethin' ter eat
again about eleven, but for supper we're goin'
ter have a rousin' old beef stew, with plenty of
carro.,ts, turnips an potatoes in it. What we have
ter eat at eleven o'clock will consist of chicken,
cake an' sweetmeats, which is somethin' I don't
care much about. Give me a good old beef stew
every time."
Our friends were forced to smile at this, for
they could easily see that Judson was having
his way about the wedding festivities to a certain extent. He was very fond of beef stew.
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and hence he was going to have it before the
ceremony took place.
"l- did expect ter git home by t.welve o'clock,
but I got delayed a little over at ther settlement," Judson went on to say. "It's all right,
'cau se I know things are goin' on in ther right
way when I left this mornin'. Are yer goin'
ter ride over with me?"
"Well, we're out lookin' for a bad gang· of cowboys what's banded themselves together an' raisin' ther dickens around. They made a raid on my
hcuse , Yisterday, an' stole seven hundred dollars
l had there, besicl,es tyin' my wife an' her woman
servant so they couldn't move. We started out
right away as soon as we found it out, an' while
we was huntin' for 'em we · come across Y ou-ng
\Vild West an' his friends. Then we learned that
they had met ther sneakin' ·galoots an' that they
had took ther money away from 'em an' sent
'cm off in a hurry. Who do yer s'pose ther
learler of ther gang is, neighbor?"
Judson was too astonished to speak. He had
been listening to what Williard said, with open
mouth, while the ·Teins hung listlessly in his
~
hands
"What do yer mean, Job?" he finally gasped.
"Do yer mean tel' say that a gang of cowboys
has banded themselves together ter raid folks
around here?"
"That's jest what I said, didn't I? Now, then,
who do yer s'pose ther leader of 'em is?"
"Well, I ain't got no idea."
"Well, it's ther galoot I had woTkin' for me as
a foreman, Bob Jacket. There's one or "two men
from your ranch with 'em, too."
"Yer don't mean it!" -cried Judson.
"But I do, thought. EvE:rY word of what I
said is ther truth."
"They da~ed ter tie your wife up so she couldn't
move an' then Tobbed your house?"
"That's jest what they done, ther sneak.in'
galoots. But Young Wild West is goin' tel' git
'em, an' dont yel' foTgit it. He made 'em give up
theT money, and he spilled the keg of whisky
they took along with 'em on ther inound."
"Well, that's what I call puty high-handed
business," declared Judson, shaking his head. "If
they done that to me I wouldn't rest until I seen
'em riddled with bullets or hangin' to a tree.
That's ther kind of a man I am. Jest wait till
, I git home an' I '11 start out with yer tO' help
find 'em. I ain't forgot how ter shoot yet."
They started along the trail now, and the four
weer compelled to answer many questions that
were put to them. By the time they came in
sight of Judsons house he knew the full particulars. He was very angry about it, and insisted qn going with them to make a search for
the Renegade Cowboys. As he had a number of
articels in the buckboard, Judson drove up to the
door of the house.
"Hello, Mary! Hello, Jane!" he called 9ut.
"Come out here an' git these things."
Then a series of screams sounded, but the
trained ears of Young Wild West told him right
away that they were screams of joy.
"Mr. Judson," said he, as he quickly dismounted, "I reclft>n something's wrong in the house."
"Great Jupiter!"" Judson cried, as he leaped
from the wagon. "What are they yellin' like
that for, I wonder?"

He threw open the door and dashed inside,
\Yild following close at· his l1eels. As they entered the main Jiving-room of the house they
saw everything in wild disorder, while tied to
two chairs were the two women. The ranchman
turned pale as death, and staggered back until
the wall kept him from falling.
"What-what does this mean?" he gasped.
"Young_ Wild West, ther Renegade Cowboys has
.
been here, as sure as _you're alive."
"It looks that way, Mr. Judson," was the cool
l'etort, as the boy stepped forward, knife in
hand.
He quickly severed the ropes that held the
mother and daughter captives, at the same time
telling them not to grow excited. The · story they
had to tell was so like that which Williard had
related about his wife, that Judson seemed to
know all about it before they got half through.
"Took all ther money in ther house, did they?''
he cried, keeping remarkably cool, considering
the circumstances. "Tied yer to them chairs
an 1 let yer stay there for !:.ours, did they? Well,
I reckon they'll suffer for this piece of business.
But jest let me see if they did git all my money.
I had quite a pily hid in a mighty good place,
I thought."
I;(e dashed into another room, but soon came
out, shaking his head.
"They got it, all right. I had it in ther bottom bureau drawer in an old stockin'. Putty
night a thousand dollars, Job. What do yer
think of that?"
"Well, it's too bad. But if I was you I wouldn't
worry much about i.t, 'cause Young Wild West
got mine back, an' I'm startin he'll git yours,
•
too." .
"Well, I aint a man as does much worryin'
anyhow, but blamed if I kin hold my temper. I'd
jest like ter git a shot at one of them galoots.
If I wouldn't put a bullet plumb through 'em
!'ti never do another thing in my life."
The rest had come inside by this time, i;ind it
took fully fifteen minutes to calm the two women.
They had eertainly b.een bound to .the chairs so
long that they were on the veTge of fainting when
they heard the ranchman drive up. But it was
not long before they were busy putting things
to rights. Judson went all through the house,
and soon discovered just what had been taken ·
by the marauders.
"A lot of grub and whisky is gone," he declared, shaking his head. "That will make it
mighty bad for ther weddin!. But never mind.
Jane is goin' ter marry Buck Miles to-morrow
night whether theTe's anything ter eat in ther
house or not. I don't believe in postponin' things
•
of this kind.'1
Wild saw that the ranchman's wife and daughter were quite calm now as he knew it •WllS all
.
right to leave them.
"Come on, boys," he said, turning to his two
partners. We will get on , the trail. I never
had any idea that the villains would come over
here and commit this outrage. It shows plainly
that they have made up their minds to follow
up the plans they have laid out. If they are
not caught soon they will be doing more of the
same kind of work. But I am pretty well satisfied that we arn going to catch them between
now and sundown."
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He ran outside, and mounting his sorrel stallion, rode away without another · \\'Ord. After
him came Charlie and Jim and Job Williard.
It was not difficult for- them to find the fresh
tracks of the Renegade Cowboys' horses. They
struck them near the barn, and then they followed the trail across the range -to the timber
strip that lay beyond. When they were about
five miles from the ranch, Williard's horse suddenly went lame.
"Keep right on," he called out, as he came
to a halt. "I reckon my nag has picked up a
stone. I'll git it out an' foller yer."
Our hero and his partners turned and saw
him examining the hoof of his horse, so they
kept right on. They· were near the patch of
· woods at the time, and as the trail led right
through it they soon disappeared ·from the ranchman's view. Meanwhile he was not long in finding a small stone that had become lodged in the
frog of his horse's hoof. Ho t1uickly removed
it and then mounted again:
"I reckon I'm all right now," he thought. "I
knowed ther lameness couldn't come from anything else.,.
As he rode into the woods and was descending
a little hollow, three men suddenly sprang from
the bushes with leveled revolvers.
"Halt!" came the command, and then (Job
Williard saw that he was confronted by his former foreman, Bob Jacket.
"I reckon we've got you, boss," the villain
said, with a grin. "We was waitin' there, an' we
let Young Wild West an' his pards git past,
jest so we would have a chance ter ketch you.
We wanted you, 'cause we've figured it out that
we need that s~ven hundred dollars putty bad.
Don't yer dare to touch
gun, for if you do it
will be ther last thing you '11 do on earth!"
Astounded, the ranchman sat in the saddle and
gazed at them without saying a word. Two of
the three quickly came forward and bound his
hands securely behind his back. Then they passed a rope under his horse and tied him so it .
would be impossible for him to leave the animal's
back.
"Now then, boys, I reckon ,ve'll go on. Our
pards is followin' Young Wild West an' his pards.
We'll git them next, but we ain't goin' ter take
'em prisoners. ·were goin' ter shoot 'em dead!!!.

a

CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Falls Into the Hands
of the Renegades.

It was along about the middle of the afternoon when Arietta began to grow restless. _Anna
and Eloise were not slow to notice this, and the
"former quickly asked the girl what the trouble
was.
"I feel as though something is going wrong,"
she answered, with a shake of her golden head.
"I think I shall take a ride out on the range and
see if I can find Wild and the rest."
"Pshaw!" the scouts wife exclaimed. "You
know quite well that they are all qu~te · able to
take ' care of themselves. Even if they do come
upon the Renegade Cowboys there will be nothing to fear. You saw how Wild handled the
villains last night."
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" I know that, Anna, but when I get it in mv
head to do a thing I can't rest until I do it. I am
going to take a ride over the range."
Eloise did not even make a protest, for she
knew quite well that Arietta had a mind of her
own.
"Do you want us to go with you?" she asked,
after a pause.
"No," was the reply. "I am going out alone.
I will take my rifle with me, and if anything
turns up I will use it, too."
Mrs. Williard and her daughters were greatly
sui·prised when they heard that Young Wild
West's sweetheart was going to· ride out in search
of them.
"Do you think there i-s anything wrong?" the
mother asked anxiously.
·"Well, something tells me that some one has
got into trouble," Arietta answered. "I have
had such feelings before, and it always happens
that they are not for naught. But don't fear
on my score. I am not going to let any villains
get hold of me. I am not afraid of .Bob Jacket
and his gang. I would just as lief shoot one
of them as I would a snake, if there was good
reason for it."
The girl went to the stable alone, and finding_
no one there to assist her, she saddled her horse.
Then she led the animal ·outside and quickly
mounted. With her Winchester swung over her
shoulder, and a revolver and hunting-knife at
her belt, the girl was well armed, and there was
no doubt that she would give a good account of
herself if any one interfered with her. Arietta
did not know which way to go. The fact was
that she had no idea where Wild and his partners
were at the time. She let her horse walk away
from the stable, and when the animal turned toward the east of its own account, she decided
to ride in that direction for a little while. She
put her white broncho to a gallop, and the
ground was swiftly covered. At length she came
to a big herd of cattle, but there were no cowboys in sight. Passing the herd, she rode on
toward a timber patch that showed up in the
distance.
"I'll keep right on until I reaci1 the woods," she
thought. "I can't help thinking that something
has ha-ppened, and that either Wild or some one
with him has got into trouble. I must satisfy
myself about it or I won't feel easy."
She spoke to _her horse, and away went the
noble animal -at a swift canter. Mile after mile
was covered, and soon the girl found the woods
very close to her. As .she came within a hundred yards of it she slackened the swift pace
she had been riding and brought her steed to
a walk. Then it "'as that she noted fresh hoofprints in the soft ground.
- "Some one has been this way, and lately, at
that," she said to herself. "Probably they have
gone this way in. search of the villains."
The horse walked on until he came to the
edge of the woods, and then halted of his own
account. Arietta allowed him to nibble at the
fresh green grass that was growing there, while
she sat in the saddle and looked around. She
could hear nothing but the sound.. of the birds
in the woods and in less than a minute she had
dropped into a meditative mood. But suddenly
she heard a footfall. Turning quickly in the

,
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direction, she looked sharply around, but saw
no one. The girl instinctively seized her revolver and drew it •from the holster. Whiz!
The next instant a lariat shot through the air
and the rope dropped over her head and shoulders. It came from the left, and though she
heard it and realized what it was, the girl had
no chance to escape from the rope.
A quick jerk, and she was pulled from the
saddle, falling roughly to the ground. Her revolver was knocked from her hand in the act,
and knowing full well that she had fallen into
the hands of the enemy, she gave a shrill scream
for help.
. "Shet up, gal!" exclaimed a man, as he sudclenly sprang from the bu.shes and seized her.
"You yell like that again an' I'll put a bullet
through your head, even if you are a mighty
putty piece of calico!"
.
It was Bob Jacket. Arietta had studied his
features well the night before, and she could not
be mistaken .
"This is what J call a mighty fine piece of
luck, boys," the villain said, and then Arietta
saw two more men emerge from the bushes.
One of th~m was leading a horse, and upon
the animal's back was no less a person than
Job Williard, the rancliman. Arietta saw right
away that he was a prisoner, and she now knew
why it was she had felt that something was
wrong. It had simply been a foreboding, but
it had come true, as it had done many times
before in other cases. She wisely refrained
fi:i"om screaming again, and by a great effort she
retained her composure.
•
"You villains will suffer for this!" she exclaimed, her blue eyes flashing at the villain who
stood over her in a gloating manner. "Wait till
Young Wild West gets you."
"Wait till we git Young Wild West," was the
retort. "We was followin' him when we happened ter see him ridin' this way. We jest managed ter ketch Job Williard putty easy, 'cause
we was hidin' in ther woods an' we seen Young
Wild West an' his pards comin' with him. But
Williard stopped ter see to his horse, which
went lame all of a sudden, an' then we made
up our minds ter let Young Wild West an' bis
'pards go on ahead, while we took charge of my
old boss. We knowed putty well it wouldn't be
hard work for us te;r foller ther boy an' his
pards an' make short work of 'em. I don't s'pose
they're It!Ore than · a mile or two ahead of us
now, but we couldn't keep on after 'em, not :i,fter
we seen sich a putty piece of calico as you
comin' this way. You're Young Wild West's gal,
ain't you?"
"You'll find out who I am before this piece of
villainy is over," Arietta retorted, scornfully.
"Release me at once, or it will be the worse for
you."
·
"Let ther gal go, Bob," spoke up the captive
ranch man. "You have got me, an' that's enough.
There ain't no use in interferin' with women
an' gals. I didn't think you would be bad enough
ter do that, even though you tied my wife ter a
chair an' left her there when you left my house."
"You shet up, Williard," the leader retorted.
"We've got yon an' we've got ther gal an' four
of ·my men is- followin' Young Wild West an' his
pards. If they don't manage ter pop 'em over
/

I'm sure we will a little later. It's an easy
trail ter foller, an' we're goin' ter keep on followin' it, even if we have ter go straight to
your ranch. I've made up my mind that Young
Wild West has got ter die afore sunset. It's
ther same way with his pards. I did think you
might have that seven hundred dollars in your
pocket, but it seems yer put it in ther house.
But that's all right. I'm goin' ter git that same
bunch of money."
"You'll never do that, Bob," and the ranchman's eyes flashed, showing· that he was not
afraid of the scoundrels, even though they had
him prisoner.
It was just as Jacket said. After leaving
Judson's ranch, which they had raided so successfully, they had taken to the woods and waited
to see if any one would come in pursuit. When
they found that the very ones they were so
anxious to kill were coming they were elated,
but had let Wild and his partners go on when
the ranchman stopped, sending four of the renegades after them. Elated at the good luck he•
had met with that day, Bob Jacket was in an
-excellent humor. He had not made up his mind
what he was going to do with the ranchman, but
he had decided to force Arietta to become his
wife, and he meant to capture the parson who
had J>een engaged to tie the knot at Judson's
house the following evening. Surely he was getting reckless to think of such a thing as this.
But sometimes villains will overstep themselves,
as has very often been proved.
"Well, Cricket," the leader of the renegades
said, turning to that individual, who was one of
the two men he had kept back with him, "I reckon
we had better go on now. Jest help me tie this
gal to her horse. Jimmy will keep right on ther
trail of ther galoots we want, even though he
don't get up enough courage ter shoot at 'em.
I reckon we can't lose much more time. Give
us a lift."
Cricket stepped forward quickly, and Arietta
was picked up as though she had been a mere
child and placed upon the back of her horse,
while the other villain held the bridle. The
lariat that had. caught her was utilized to tie
her securely to the animal, and with her hands
bound behind her back, she was entirely helpless.
"Now, then," said Jacket, as he took the rope
and made it fast to the horn of his saddle, "I
reckon your nag ain't goin' ter git away. If
he should happen ter git away, I'll shoot him,
'cause I've made up my mind that you ain't goin'
ter escape. You're goin' ter be my bride, Miss
Yaller Hair."
The glance that the girl shot at him just then
should have made him quail, but he only laughed,
though there is no doubt that it mllde him feel
rather uneasy. She said nothing, however, but
was forced to submit to it when her horse went
away at a gallop. The ranchmans horse swung
in beside her, and then Williard looked at her
pityingly and said:
"Keep· up your nerve; gal. Maybe Young Wild
West will save us."
"I have not the least doubt but that he will,
Mr. Williard," the ' girl answered, in a tone of
voice that was really cheerful. "This is not
the first time I have been placed in such a posi-

"
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tion. Many times I have been in the power of
such villains, but I always managed to escape.
I know the sort of boy Wild is, and he never
fails."
"He'll fail this time, gal," Jacket called out,
for he could overhear what was being said behind him.
"Wait and see," Arietta said , confidently.
The villains rode on, following the trail their
four companions had taken ahead of them. Mile
after mile was covered, but they did not come
up with them. It seemed that Young Wild West
and his partners must have struck the trail the
renegades had made when they left the spot
where they had remained over night, for that
was the way they were heading now.
"Well, this is all right, anyhow," Jacket said,
nodding to his two companions. "They're lookin' for us hard. When they find us they'll be
surprised, too,' cause I reckon we're goin' ter
find them first."
"But what are yer goin' ter do with Williard,
Bob?" Cricket asked. "I can't see as there's
any use of takin' him with us."
"Go ahead an' put a bullet through him, then,"
said the leader, in a cold-blooded tone of voice.
"No," and Cricket shook his head. "I'm bad
enough, but I can't do that."
"How about you, Dan?" and ' the leade1• nodded
to the other.
"Nope," was the quick retort. "I ain't goin'
ter shoot him. I might do it willingly enough
if I seen him ridin' toward me tryin' ter git a
shot at me."
"Well, I ain't goin' ter shoot him, either. I'll
tell you what we'll do with him. We'll take
him on till we come to that big bunch of cattle
I seen this mornin', an' then we'll tie him an'
stampede ther cattle, so they'll run over him.
That won't be nothin' like murder, 'cause if
ther cattle happens ter jump over him he won't
git hurt. But if they happen ter trample him
to death, that will be ther <loin's of ther cattle,
an' we won't be to blame for it. Ha! ha! ha!"
"You scoundrel!" exclaimed Arietta. "You
dare to do anything like that and you will suffer."
"Maybe I will, gal, but that will be my fault,
not yours. ,vhat I jest said, we're goin' ter
do, an' don't you forgit it."
Again Jacket laughed heartily, his two companions joining in. They seemed to regard the
whole thing as a very good joke, but they all
felt that the girl was an exception to her sex,
for never had they seen one acting so coolly
as she did now. The fact was that Arietta was
not nearly a s much disturbed as the ranchman
was. Williard seemed to think that he was
doomed to die. On they rode, and at Ieng-th
the end of the timber was reached. Off to the
right a big , herd of cattle was grazing peacefully, but there were no signs of the four villains who had gone on ahead, or the ones they
were following.
Cricket was leading the horse the ranchman
was tied to, while the leader had the rope that
was attached to the b1;idle of Arietta's mount.
The cattle were something like two miles away,
but at a gallop the party bore down toward them,
and soon they were within a couple of hundred
yards of them. Jacket called a halt and quickly
dismounted.
.
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"Untie him from ther horse," he said.
Cricket lost no time in doing thi~, aHd then
Williard was thrown roughly t o the grounrl. .
"Tie his arms tight to his sides an' pass th r
rope around his wrists, so he can't move his
hands,"' came the order ..
This was quickly done.
"Now, then, tie his ankles together."
Cricket wound the rope tightly about the helnless man's ankles and made a knot that was
secure.·
"There! I reckon that will do, boys," and the
leader gave a nod of satisfaction. "Now, then,
come on. We'll ride around to ther other side
of ther herd an' start ther cattle this way. We'll
make 'em come good an' lively, too, an' don't •yer
forgit it. If Job Williard comes out of ther
stampede alive I'll miss my guess."

CHAPTER VIII.-Four Qf the Renegades are
Take Care Of.
Thinking that Job Williard would ove1·take
them shortly, Young Wild West and his partners
rode on through the woods. It was not long before they struck hoofprints that led in the direction of the ranch they had left a short time before. They halted long enough to examine them,
and satisfied that they had been made by the
horses of the villains, Wild thought it a good
idea to keep on the trail, since he knew it was
quite possihle that the renegades had a hidingplace somewhere. That being the case, they
might return to it after making the successful
raid on Judson's ranch.
"They have gone around in a diffe1·ent direction, boys,'' he said, with a confident shake of
his head. "I think we may as well find out where
this trail starts from this morning. Come on.
We won't ride so very fast, and possibly Williard
will overtake us inside of half an hour."
They kept on riding, and when the half hour
the boy had spoken of was up there were still
no signs of the ranchman. They had reached the
end of the timber strip by this time, and could
see the higher ground ahead of them, with the
level stretch of grazing land lying between. It
occurred to Wild that somewhere back of the
range was the hiding-place of the villains, so he
decided to go on and try and overtake them.
They passed a big herd of cattle, and soon
reached the deep gully through which the villains had ridden that morning. When Wild saw
that there were no hoofprints leading in the
direction they had been following he was not
changed any in his opinion that they had returned there. They might have entered the gully
from another point. But he decided to halt fot
a while and wait for the ranchman. They waited
fully fifteen minutes, and then suddenly the sharp
eyes of our hero caught sight of a moving form a
short distance away.
"Get behind the rocks, boys," he whispered,
quickly. "I reckon something is going to happen
pretty soon."
He quickly told them what he had seen, and
Charlie and Jim were not long in leading their
horses into a hollow. Then the young deadshot
motioned them to stay where they were, and he
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started to creep in the direction he had seen the
man. He had not gone mo1·e than twenty feet
when he peered from behind a rock saw four men
creeping stealthily toward him. He instantly
recognized one of them as Jimmy, and the others
he knew must belong to the band of Renegade
Cowboys.
"Ahl" he exclaimed, under his breath. ''So
we've found you, ha,,e we? Well, I reckon you'll
get all you want in a very sho1·t time."
Wild waited until the four villains were within
a dozen feet of him. Then he suddenly leaped
from behind the rock and leveled his revolver a1
them.
"Hands up, you scoundrels!" he,.......exclaimed.
"I 1·eckon you have gone as far as you can."
All but Jimmy obeyed the command instantly.
lie made .a leap and got"'behind a rock, at the
same time firing a shot at the boy. The echoes
of the shot had not died out when Charlie and
Jim appeared on the scene.
"Take care of these- fellows, boys." the young
deadshot said, in his cool and easy way.
Then he suddenly leiped to the left and looked
for a chance to get a shot at Jimmy. The villain
was n-0t expecting the boy to do this, and he
exposed himself without knowing it.
C~ack ! Without any hesitation the young
deadshot took a quick aim and fired. Jimmy
dropped to rise no more. Wild felt that he was
justified in doing this, for the man would surely
have killed him if he got the chance. He stepped
over to the fallen man, and finding that there was
little or no life in him, turned and walked back
to where his partners were covering the other
three . .
"You fellows didn't want to die, it seems," he
said. as he nodded at them. "Now, then, where is
the rest of the gang?"
"We don't know," one of them answered, in a
trembling tone of voice.
"You don't, eh? Well, you had better tell
the truth about it, if you want to live two minutes
more."
"They're comin' on behind us somewhere," another spoke up, quickly.
"Oh, th~y are, eh? How is it that you managed
to get behind us? Tell me quick now, or I'll shoot
you!"
·
"Well, we seen four of yer comin' along on our
trail, an' when we seen that Williard stonped
an' got off his horse for something, we let three
of yer go on past us. Then Bob Jacket told us
ter follow yer, while he an' ther other two would
take care -0f Williard. Bob wanted ter take him
a prisoner, though I don't know what he wanted
ter do it for."
"Oh, I see! And the four of you kept on following us, did you?"
"Yes, that's right."
"You thought you had us, too, didn't you?"
"Yes, I reckon we did think that."
"Well, you made a mistake, and there are only
three of you now,''
"Yes, Jimmy acted like a fool an' got his
medicine."
"That's just what he did. I would be just as
well satisfied if all of you had acted in the same
way. Then we should not .have been bothered by
you. Now I suppose we have got to take you

prisoners. Boys, just disarm them and tie their
hands."
Jim Dart quickly stepped forward and relieved
them of their weapons. Then with the assistance
of the scout the th1·ee were securely bound.
"Where are your horses?" Wild asked.
"About a hundred yard back of here," was the
1·eply.
"All right, we'll go .and get them. Then we'll
start back to get the other three of the gang.
You fellows have been having a high old time
since you started in yesterday, but it seems that
it has come to an end rather quickly. You raided
two ranches, but that is all you will ever -do in
that line, for I have an idea that you won't be
allowed to live very long after this. When Judson gets hold of you there will be no stopping
him, and there will be a lynching as sure as
fate."
"Don't let 'em lynch me, Young Wild West,"
pleaded the man who had t-Old the truth in the
matter. Let us go, an' we'll never do a wrong
thing again as long as we live."
"I couldn't think of letting you go. Don't ask
me. The best thing you can do is to keep still
and make up your minds that you have not long
to live: Such villains as you are ought to hang,
a11yhow."
Wild and Jim led the horses, while Cheyenne
Charlie marched the three villains to the spot
where they had left their bronchos. Once there
they assisted them to mount, and then tied them
so they would have to stay there until released.
This done, our three friends mounted and started
to ride off. Since Bob Jacket and the other two
villains were coming on behind, they expected
they might meet them at any time. But our hero
w_as not a little worried, for he thought they
might have killed the ranchman. As they came
to the level stretch of ·prairie land, Cheyenne
Charlie suddenly called out excitedly and pointed
ahead.
"Here they come," he said.
"Yes, here they come, sure enough," Wild answered, as he gave a start. "Do you see who is
with them? That is Arietta.""
"Blamed , if it ain't," and the scout looked
amazed.
"And the ranchmim is with them, too," Jim
Dart added. "He and Arietta are prisoners. I
can see from here that they are both tied to their
horses."
"What can Arietta be doing here, I wonder?"
Wild asked, shaking his head in a puzzled way.
"Oh, I suppose she got uneasy over at ther
ranch an' started out ter look for us," the scout
retorted. "She's got a great way of doin' that,
yer .know, Wild."
"Yes, I know. But how comes it that she fell
into the hands of the scoundrels?"
"Easy enough, I s'pose. They've seen her
comin' an' waited for her."
"Well, it's al r1ght. We'll just drop back behind these trees and see what they are up to.
They are coming right this way, anyhow. We'll
wa1t for them."
"I'm mighty glad Bob didn't kill Williard,"
said one of the' prisoners. "Maybe now. we'll be
let go if we give back what we took from Judson's."
"Maybe yer will, an' maybe yer won't," the
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scout retorted, with a grim smile. "You see this
rifle I've got?"
"Yes I see."
"Weli, I'm goin' ter shoot Bob Jacket with it
ther minute he speaks rough to that gal on ther
white nurse."
"Hold on, Charlie!" spoke up Wild. "I reckon
we'l1 take them all alive, and let the ranchman
settle their fate. I don't suppose it will take
very long to get a deputy sheriff, so the best
thing to do is to turn them all over to him."
"That will be about as bad as lynchin' us,"
said one of the prisoners, his face very pale. "If
we was tried over at ther settlement they would
bring us in P11ilty an' ther · sentence would be
hangin'. If we hadn't handled ther wo~~n folks
as rough as we did it might have been different.
We would have been sent up maybe for twenty
years, then. But as far as I'm. concerned, I'd
jest as leave hang as be sent to prison for twenty
years."
"Well, then there is no need of worrying about
it," the voung deadshot retorted, with a smile.
"You may as well resign yourselves to your fate.
You have either got .to hang or to go to prison,
that's certain."
"See here, Young Wild West," and the _man
who had not said a word as yet looked pleadmgly
at the boy. "I've got a poor old mother livin'
somewhere in New Mexico. She always thought
ther w·orld of me, but I ain't seen her for more
than three vears. I never used her exactly right,
an' one day I got mixed up in robbin' an express
office an' I lit out. I went to ther house ter
change my clothes, so I wouldn't be known if I
was seen, an' ther last I seen of my poor old
mother she was on her knees prayin' for me. For
ther sake of her, won't you let me go?"
"No, I can't do it. I believe you are telling
the truth, but you have made your own nest and
you must lie in it."
"Jest think of your -own mother," pleaded the
wretch, the tears rolling down his cheeks.
"I don't remember my mother, though I know
she must have been a good one," Wild answered.
"My mother and father were both slain by Indians when I was but an infant. I have but the
slightest remembrance of either of them. There
is no need of your pleading, for I wouldn't let
you go under any conditions. I couldn't do it if
your mother came here this moment, and asked
me the favor."
"There ain't no use in actin' like a baby, you
simple galoot!" one of the others spoke up rather
1cornfully to r.he man who was pleading so hard
for his life. 'Take your medicine, ther same as
'
I've got ter do."
"But I would like ter see my poor mother again
before I die."
"Well, you will never see her again, so shet
up!"
"You shet up, tool" Chevenne Charlie spoke up,
his eyes flashing. "You're actin' mighty brave
jest now, but I reckon you'll be one of ther first
ter beg for your life when you feel ther rope
around your neck."
"I will, eh? Well, you jest wait an' see."
The villain was now putting on a lot of bravado. But the scout had seen so many like him that
he knew pretty well that he would give in when
the time came.
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"Well, I don't say what I'll do when I git a
rope around my neck, but I've sorter made up
my mind that I've got ter grin an' bear it," the
other observed.
"There won't be much grinnin' that you'll do,"
and the scout smiled sarcastically. "I kin see
yer this minute tremblin' like a leaf."
"Hello!" ·said Jim, suddenly. "Those fellows
,are heading up toward the herd of cattle. I
wonder what they are up to now?"
"Just wait and see," said Wild, in his cool and
easy way. "I can't imagine what they are up
to, but we will soon find out."
The herd of cattle was fully two miles from
where our friends were waiting, and when they
saw Bob Jacket and his companions leadin g the
prisoner toward the cattle they certainly were
surprised. But it was not Jong before they found
out what they were up to.

CHAPTER IXJ.-The Rescue of the Ranchman.
As the three Renegade Cowboys started to ride
around so they might start the cattle running
toward the helpless man, Arietta spoke sharply
to her horse. The animal responded by a sudden
spring, and the rope having been loos.ened while
the villains were at work, pulled away from the
horn of Jacket's saddle. Another cry from the
girl and away the white steed went at a gallop.
As luck would have it, he turne!i almost straight
ahead and went galloping toward the spot where
Young Wild West and his partners were. Bent
on making her escape, the brave girl urged the
horse forward and sh.e had not gone more than
a few feet when she saw three horsemen riding
rapidly toward her. When she saw that they
were no others than Young Wild West and his
partners a shout of triumph escaped Arietta's
lips.
Bob Jacket saw them, too, and a cry of r a ge
escaped his lips.
"Come on, 'boys," he shouted. "Let ther gal
go, but we're goin' ter make ther cattle stampede,
jest ther same. Come on. Hurry up!"
Away the three rode, and two -minutes later
they started the cattle forward by means of
shouting and firing shots from their revolverE.
"It's Young ·wild \Vest comin' ter save t her
gal!" cried Cricket, a s he saw one of the ride1·s
advancing rapidly, while the other two had come
to a halt.
"Let him come," the leader cried, fier cely.
"We'll keep behind ther cattle now so they ctHi't
shoot us. We'll take our chances an' pop ·em
over. Come on; git ther steers movin' faster." 1
It seemed that the herd went just the righ t
way. They went forward at an easy trot, but
as the three villains pursued them · hard they
broke into a run. Straight for the ranchman they
made their way, and it looked as though h~
would surely be trampled to death. But Wild
who had bidden his partners stay behind with t h~
prisoners, was riding like the wind now. It could
not have been more than three minutes before
he met his sweetheart.
"Hello, Et!" he said, a smile showing on his
handsome face. "So you got away from them
did you? Well, I won't a sk any more questiona
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just now. I want you to take my horse and let
me have yours. I am going to get the ranchman.
You follow me closely, so I can get on with you
after I let him take your horse. That is about
the best way to do it, I reckon. After we have
rescued· him we will turn our attention to the
three scoundrels."
"All right, ·wild," the girl answered, her face
beaming with joy and excitement.
The. young deadshot quickly severed her bonds
and then he lifted her bodily to the back of his
own horse. It made little difference how Arietta
rnde just then. She was an accomplished equestrian, anyhow. With her own horse in the lead,
she rode along, happy in the thought that her
dashing boy lover was with her again. Wild
rode straight for the ranchman, who was rolling
over upon the ground, no doubt hoping to get out
of the way of the approaching cattle. Up the
two dashed, like the wind, the pounding of the
steers' "hoofs ringinj!; in - their ears. A cloud
of dust arose, too, and the three Renegade Cowboys were almost obscured from view. Wild
measured the distance with his eye, _and he knew
they would have time if they kept right on.
"Come, Et!" h e shouted. "We must 1'escue Williard. The fiends mean to have hirri trampled
to death."
"That's what th_E:y wanted to · do, Wili:i," the
girl answ(lred, as she pressed on after him,
holding the sorrel tighly by the rein.
It seemed that the two horses understood what
was required of them, for they fairly flew over·
the ground now. As Wild reached the spot and
dismounted he saw that not even a second must
be lost. The cattle were badly frightened now,
and were plunging forward in a mass.
"Take care of the horses, Et,'"' he cried, as he
leaped to the side of Williard.
"Save me!" Job Williard cried. "Hurry up,
Young Wild West."
But it waa not necessary for him to tell the
boy what to do. He went at his work and did it
quickly and well. Arietta held the horses while
Wild cut the ranchman's -bonds. The herd of
steers was getting dangerously close, and thretened to trample them to death.
"Get on the white horse, Mr. Williard," our
hero said, as he half dragged the man across the
short place that int ervened.
Stooping low to the ground, he gave him a
boost and set him a stride the animal'.s back.
."Ride for life!" he shouted and then, with the
quickness of a cat, he landed upon the sorrel's
back behind Arietta. Away went the two ho:r;._ses,
the cattle coming within twenty feet of them.
But Wild knew they were· saved, and taking a
couqe almost straight ahead, he rode forward
with his double burden, the ranchman following
closely.
Crack I crack! Two shots rang out, and the
brave boy heard the hum of the bullets. He saw
the three villains riding almost across the path
they had taken, and then it was that his revolver came into play.
·
Crack! He fired and Cricket threw up his arms
and rolled from the saddle.
Cradc ! A second villain bit the dust. Bob
Jacket was riding hard now, for the other two
horses turr.ed and r an almost directly ahead
of the ftightened cattle. The young deadshot
0

glanced over his shoulder· and found that the
steers were not gaining upon them.
. "Keep a little to the right, Mr. Williar d," he
called out.
The ranchman answered with a nod of his
head, and directed his horse that way. They had
barely got out of the track of the advancing
cattle when they swept by with a rush. Meanwhile Bob Jacket was riding for his life.
"Et," said the young ·deadshot, calmly, "I am
going to leave you here. You can help the ranchman catch one of the horses. His own must be
somewhere about."
"All right, Wild," the girl answered, and then
as the sorel came· to a walk she dropped from the
saddle. The young deadshot then started in
pursuit of the leader of the Renegade Cowboys.
He meant to get him, alive or dead now. Jacket
had taken a course straight across the range,
though it was doubtful if he had any particular
Idea in doing so. All he was thinking of just
then was to make his escape. But there was still
plenty of fight in him. With Young Wild West
on his back, Spitfire dashed forward like the wind:
The boy spoke to him rather sharply, and the
speed was instantly increased .
The noble animal threw back his ears and ran
for all he was worth. Gradually Wild gained
upon the fugitives. A smile of s·atisfaction
shone upon his handsome face now, for he knew
the race would not last very long. Never yet had
he seen the horse who could get away from the
sorrel stallion. Nearer and nearer he came to
the villain, and finally a distance of less than a
hundred yards separated them.
Bob Jacket
must have realized that his chance to g et away
was hopeless, for suddenly he turned in the
saddle and began firing. The bullets went all
around the dashing boy, but never once did he
slacken the speed of his horse.
"He wants me n;iighty bad, I reckon," he muttered, between his clenched teeth. "Well, I suppose there is only one way to settle this business,
and that is to drop him. If I let him keep on
firing, one of the bullets will surely hit me. Here
goes!"
Up went his long-barreled Smith & Wesson,
and taking a careful aim he pulled the trigger.
Crack I As the report rang out, Bob Jacket
clutched his side, while his head fell back. He
sat in the saddle for the space of more than a
second, and then backward he pitched and fell
to the ground, his horse galloping· away.
"I 1·eckon that will be about all," said our
hero, shrugging his shoulders and shaking his
head. "I either had to get him, or he would have
got me. Well I suppose it is just a s well for
him to die that way as to be hanged, which sure_ly would have been his fate if the ranchn;ian and
cowboys once got hold of him."
The boy now turned and looked back to where
he had left his sweetheart. When he saw her
riding forward, leading a horse, he gave a nod
of satisfaction.
"Brave little girl!" he muttered, "I didn't have
a chance to ask her how it was the villains happened to catch her, but it seems that it all happened for the best, after all. I may have been
able to rescue the ranchman alone, but her help
was needed, just the same, and it has turned out
all right."
·
...
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At this juncture Job Williard came riding up. right, and then the very man they we1·e talkinR:
His face was still pale, but the gleam of satis- of appeared with a bunch of cowboys. As they
faction that shone from his eyes told his feelings reached the scene, Wild held up his hand and
excfaimed:
just then.
· "Well, it's all over, gentleman. We have nut
"Young Wild West," said he, as he brought his
horse to a halt before the young deadshot, "I the finish to the Renegade Cowboys, all right.
don't know how I'm goin' ter thank yer for Four of them are dead, and here are the othe1·
three."
savin' my life." "
Judson fairly screamed with delight.
"Don't bother to do it, Mr. Williard," was the
"Did yer git Bob Jacket?" he asked.
smiling reply. "I am just as happy about it as
"He was the last one to drop, Mr. Judson.
you are."
"I don't hardly think yer are, but yer do seem Charlie, just give the gentleman the money that
ter be mighty pleased over it, anyhow. Shake was stolen from his house."
"How much was it?" the scout asked, as he
hands."
produced the wallet and bag he had taken from
"Certainly."
"If ever I kin do a good turn for yer I want the dead villain's pockets.
"'Nine hundred and twelve dollars ter ther
ter do it. So you have got ther whole gang,
,
very cent."
eh?"
"Well, there's more than that here, but that's
"Well, here are three of them. That is all that
is left of the seven, you know. The fellow called jest what's in their wallet, so I reckon it's
Jimmy got his medicine back among the rocks yo1us. Here yer are, Judson."
"Thank you!" cried the delighted ranchman.
there. He did his best to drop me, so I let him
"I had some doubt about- ever gittin' hold of that
have a bullet and put an end to him."
"This is what I call mighty good. Did yer git boodle again, but it seems that you fellers knows
just how to do things."
ther money they stole from Judson?"
"I'll keep ther rest until we find who's ther
"That's so. We forgot all about that," Jim
rightful owner of it," said Cheyeene Charlie. "It
Dart spoke up.
"Bob Jacket had it in his pocket," said the man ain't likely that Jacket had any relations around
here, so · I s'pose it will have to be turned over to
who had pleaded so hard· for his life.
..J
·
"Well, I reckon it won't take long to get it, an officer of the1· law."
"Yes, you keep it till I send word over to ther
then," Wild answered. "But how is it that the
settlement. Then some one will come over to ther
money was not divided amoung you?"
"He said he would divide it after we g·ot to our ranch mighty quick to see what's been goin' on.
Hooray! I reckon ther weddin' is goin' ter take
hidin'-place in ther gully."
"Oh, I see! Well, he never got as far as that, place in proper fashion, after all."
The cowboys broke into a cheer and our friends
so the division could not be made. We will all
ride over to where he lies dead. Then r reckon joined in, Arietta waving her hat and shouting
as lustily · as any of the rest. The ride back to
we'll soon get the money."
Cheyenne Charlie did not wait another second, the ranch was made in due time, the cowboys rebut at once rode back over the range. All but maining to straighten up the herd of cattle. It
Jim Dart followed. He thought it useless to was near nightfall when they got there, and
lead the prisoners that far, so he remained there when Mrs. Judson and the bride-to-be saw them
with them. Meanwhile, the worst of the stam- coming they ran out and waved their hands in
pede was over, for some of the cattle could be the way of a welcome. They were followed from
seen at a halt near the piece of timber. Cheyenne the house by a young man, who seemed to be
Charlie was the first to reach the spot where the overjoyed when he saw there were three prisoners
fallen leader lay. Bob Jacket was dead, for in the party.
"That's Buck Miles, my intended son-in-law,"
Young Wild West's aim had been true. The bullet had pierced his heart. The scout quickly went said Judson. "A fine young feller he is, too. I
through his pockets and took all the money he want ter introduce him to you firnt, Young Wild
could find. Some of it no doubt had belonged to West."
the villain, but this made no difference just then.
"All i:ight, Mr. Judson," the boy answered with
He hastily counted it over as t-he rest rode up. a laugh. "Have it any way you like. I am aJ"There's a little over a thousand dollars here, ways glad to meet gpod fellows."
,
Wild," he said.
As they rode up and came to a halt, Judson
"Is that so? Well, that is a little morf! than called out:
"Come here, Buck. I want ter make you acJudson lost, according to what he said. But it
is all right. 1 We'll take it back, and he can have quainted with Young Wild West, ther boy what
what belongs to him. The rest will have to be saved our neighbor's life a little while ago. But
turned over to the sheriff; or some one else, when he done more than that, too, for he shot Bob
)Tacket, an' I've got back ther money what was
a report of what has happened is given."
"Are we goin' ter leave this dead galoot here?"· stole from my house to-day. Hooray! Everybody jine in."
Williard asked.
While the cheering was going on the young
"I reckon Judson's cowboys can nick up ther
dead ones," Cheyenne Charlie answered. "They cowboy who was soon to be the husband of pretty
Jane Judson came forward and gripped hands
oughter be willin' ter bury 'em, I think."
"Yes, we'll let Judson attend to that . . Come on. with the dashing young deadshot. The girl fairly
Let's get over to his ranch as soon as we can. cried with delight when she learned how things
.
had turned out, while the mother turned her atHe should have showed up by this time."
As they started to ride off to rejoin Jim and tention to the three prisoners and began to beShe called them everything she
the prisoner, a whoop sounded from off to the rate them.
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could think of, and declared th~t she had not the were so common to that region. True to his
least pity for them, and hoped they would be schedule, Judson had the beef stew in readiness.
hanged. Then it was that the man who had been
"Beef stew first, an' then ther festivities I" he
pleading before burst into tears and called upon exclaimed. "Everything· is lovely, an' ther goose
her to save him. This was a little too much for hangs high. Ther .three galoots what's left out
the irate woman's feelings, and she turned and of ther Renegade Cowboys is over at the settleran into the house, not caring to hear him talk ment in ther lock-up, an' Young Wild West is
about his poor mother. Our friends remained here ter tell ther story of how they was caught.
. at the ranch until things were in pretty good or- Whet their appetites for ther stew, ladies an'
der, and then Wild nodded to Williard and said:
gents. This is ther first time there's ever been
"Well, I reckon we had better ride over home a weddin' .at this here ranch, an' you kin bet
now. We want to take a little rest, so we will be your life that it's goin' ter be ..a. genuine one. "
on hand for the wedding to-morrow."
He was cheered roundly fo·r this, and then the
A few minutes later, Wild and his partners, guests filed in and sat down to the beef stew . It
with Arietta and Williard, mounted their horses was a rather savory dish, so nearly all of them
and rode away from Judson's ranch, leaving a ate heartily, though it is possible that some migh t
happy gathering there. Judson had promised have set their hearts upon some of the sweets
to send a man to the settlement that evening to that were to be brought before them lat er on.
notify the deputy sheriff of .what had happened. The parson was on hand, and so was an old ma n
He was going to keep the three prisoners until from the settlement with his violin. Dan cing
they were claimed by the deputy, he said. After started up as soon as the table. had been clea rerl.,
advising him not to let the cowboys take venge- and after a few sets had been gone thr ou1.>;h
ance upon them, and having received the as- eight o'clock was at hand. The knot was duly
surance that such would not be the case, our hero tied and the blushing bride and groom were con ~
rode away, with Arietta at his side. They reached gratulated in true Western fa shion. Then it was
the Do Well Ran\:h in due time, and while they that the fun began in earnest. After several
sat at the suppeT-table the story of what had more dances, Hop was brought forward, and fo1·
happened during the afternoon was told over and nearly an hour he amused and mystified themover again. Mrs. Williard and her daughters with his clever tricks. It seemed to be a fitting
were delighted at the way Young Wild West had ending to the round-up of the Renegade Cowboys.
attended to the Renegade Cowboys. There were Nearly all the conversation was about what had
tears in their eyes when they thanked the young happened, anyhow, and Young Wild West and
deadshot for his timely rescue of the ranchman, Arietta received more congr:;itulations than th·ey
too. But the boy merely smiled and declared that cared for just then, for it was seldom that they
had a chance to get away from the enthusiastic
it was nothing.
guests. After the supper wa s served
fes"I am happy to say that I have many times tivities were resumed again, and it was the
daylight
been able to render just such a service as I did when the last. of the guests had taken their deto Mr. Williard," he said. "It seems that I am parture. Our friends were among the last to
generally on time when anything like that hap- leave, and as they rode home with Williard and
pens. But we must not forget the part that Ari- his wife and daughtE)rs they told them that they
etta played in the game. She has told :re t hat would remain another day at
their ranch, and
she felt so uneasy and could not help tlinking then set out in search of further
adventures.
something was wrong with some of us. that she,
"I recko_p. there won't be anything exciting
rode out upon the range. I think it is .iust a s going on around here for some time to come,"
well that she did so, for things would not surely our hero said, with a smile. "It seems that we
have turned out the same as they did if she had happened this way just in about the right
time.
remained here at the house."
I am very glad I was able to res cue you, Mr.
"Three cheers for Young Wild West!" shouted Williard, and I sincerely hope that you will never
the ranchman, as he leaped to his feet, and held get into such a plight again a s long as you live."
a cup of coffee over his head.
"I hope ther same way a s you do, Young Wild
Every one cheered this time, for it seemed West," was the fervent reply. "If ever you're
that they all felt that the girl had played a great in need of anything jest call on me. I expect ter
part in the defeat of the Renegade Cowboys. It have a little money in a year or two from now,
was a very pleasant evening that wa s spent at an' it might be that I'll be able ter help yer out
·
·
the ranch, and it was r ather late when our some time."
"Well, I thank you for saying that, but I
friend s retired to rest, after what might be
termed a strenuous day. They took things easy hardly think I will ever have to call upon you for
the following day until it came time-to ride over financial aid. I am very happy to say that I
·to Judson's ranch to attend the wedding. Wild have an income which is more than I can spend,
decided to take Hop with them, so the Chinaman so you know what that means." "
"Good boy! I wouldn't begrudge you if you
rode along, attired in a new silk blouse that had
just as many pockets in it as the one he usually was makin' a million a day."
A pleasant day of rest was put in by Young
wore. In the pockets were all sorts of things to
amuse and mystify the guests at the wedding, for Wild West and his friends at the Do Well Ranch,
Hop knew he would certainly be called upon to and then after a good night's sleep, they left the
Williards and set out southward.
show his cleverness at performing feats of magic.
By the time our friends arrived at the ranch
several other guests were there, and they could
Next week's issue will contain "YO.UNG
be seen coming from all directions, some on horse• WILD WEST BETRAYED BY A GREASERS
back and others riding in the buckboards that or, SEALED IN AN AZTEC TOMB."
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_CURRE N T N E WS
PETRIFIED "AGATE TREE" USED AS A
BRIDGE
The greatest wonder ·of the Petrified F-01·est is
the agate bridge. This is a huge tree trunk, 100
feet long, spanning a 60-foot chasm, says Na,.
ture Magazine. The entire tree is made up of
agates, jaspers, chalcedony and other highly colored and handsome stones. In the canyon directly
below the agate bridge is a pool of water and
around it grow the only trees in the whole coun-

try.

POODLE PiCKS OUT OWNER
A French poodle decided its own case in the
Englewood Court, Chicago, enacting the final
scene which determined the ownership of the
dog.
_
Judge Barasa set the stage He stood at one
end of the courtroom holding the poodle while
Mrs. Albert Evers, No. 6208 South Rockwell
street, and Mrs. Mary •c;reighton, No. 6147 South
Rockwell street, stood anxiously at the other end.
Mrs. Creighton said the dog's name was Dixie,
while Mrs Evers claimed the poodle as Tootsie.
At a signal the judge released the dog. Dixie-

Tootsie first ran to Mrs Creighton, sniffed and
then to Mrs. Evers
"Tootsie it shall be," ordered Judge Barasa.
PAINTING

IN

LIGHT ON THE RIVER
THAMES
From London comes an interesting news item
describing a new conception in art-painting in
light. F . Gregory Brown, an English poster artist, proposes to use the blackness of night as his
background, colored incendescent lights as his
pigments, and the smooth surface of th_e Tha,mes
. as the canvas upon which his creations. will be
reflected.
"The idea was born from the riot of colored
lights in Piccadilly Circus," said Mr. Bl'own recently. "This uncontrolled anarchy of color, I
thought, was merely the first stage. Why should
it not be brought within the rules of .harmony in
line as well as color; why not pictures painted
in light as well as pigment?"
.
It is reported in the Edison Monthly that thousands of pounds are to be spent on the scheme and
that when completed it will be one of the sights
of the world.
·

I

A BIG CHANGE IN

"MOVING PICTURE STORIES''
Magnificent Art-Work Covers in Sepia - ·Handsome Sepia
inside illustrations - Twice as many a.nd better pictures
than before - Intimate talks with the greatest picture
stars - Splendid stories of the very best film plays·- · And
all sorts of news from the studios
·

TAKE NOTICE!
If you thought "Moving Picture Stories" was a bright, sparkling little magazine in
the past, you ought to see it now! Improved 100 per cent. in every department. The
big portraits of actresses, the zippy short articles and up-to-date interviews make it
doubly interesting. No room here to tell you all the good things it contains. Just
buy a copy and you will be delighted at all you get for 7 cents.

The Number Out Today Is a Dandy!
.I

Don't. Miss It •··
FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS
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GOING IT ALONE
-Or,-

A BOY WITHOUT A HOME
By DICK ELLISON

(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XIII.-(Continued).
One of the men gave a yell of warning to the
others. The miner had been knocked unconscious
to the ground. The ruffians knew that if tliey attempted to remain there and go through his person they might be shot, so they gave up the attempt for the time and dashed into the cover of
the ledger about.
Tom meantime again changed his position and
fired rapidly. It seemed to the would-be robbers
that they were partly surrounded and by a number so they took a panic and ran away into the
depths of the pass. Tom was ·wary and did not at
once show himself.
He repeatedly changed his position, firing all
the while at random. He was sure that he had
succeeded in wounding two of the gang.
It was dusk and darkness would shut down in
a very few minutes. He considered this and decided to wait until it was dark enough in the defile to venture down to the spot where the insensible miner was.
In the meantime he kept up his tactics, firing
occasionally and always from differ·ent points. But
•
h_c did not once expose himself.
Time went by. There was now no answer to
his shots and he at last was assured that the gang
had given up the game. He, however, would not
expose himself until the shadows were so thick
in the pass that he could not be seen by any of
the gang that might be in hiding.
Then he ventured to descend to the bottom of
the pass and made his way carefully to the spot
where the miner lay. He did not know but that
, he was dead, as he had n?t as yet revived. ~om
cautiously reached the side of the unconscious
man and found quickly by placing his ear to his
breast that he was still a·l ive.
1
With joy- he picked him up on his shoulders.
He was light and small of. frame and To~ had
little difficulty in carrying him. He made his way
among the boulders and climbed the ledges until
) he reached a place am~mg them where he felt sure
i that he was safe. Then ?e proceeded t~ take all
means in his power to revive the unconsc10us m!ln.
I It required a long time, but at last, after findmg
water at a spring in the ledges, he was rewarded
by hearing his groan, and at last he mumbled a
few words. Tom spoke to him, saying in a low
tone:
" Arouse yourself, sir! You are safe. There is
.
no danger now."
Gradually the injured man came to. All that
.,.
night Tom remained by his side in the hjding
1
, pla.~e, and when at last morning came he was de-

I

I

lighted to have him sitting up and recovering
rapidly.
There was an ugly cut on his brow whe!·e he
had been struck, and he was dazed and ill. But
he was able to tell Tom that his home was not far
away in a shack in the hills, where he lived quite
alone.
Tom carried him thither on his back. There
he put him to bed on tlfe single cot in the cabin
and watched over him all that day. In fact, be
remained there for almost a week and nursed
the old miner untill he was able to get out once
more.
Joseph Nesto11, which was 'bis name, was a simple-minded and kindly old hermit. He had all his
_ life been one of those wandering prospectorn who
hunt gold, hoping that the day will come when
they will make the strike that will win gr eat for1
.·
tune.
"You are a good boy," he said, looking into
Tom's eyes with searching manner. "I can see
that by your face . To think that you should
take the pains to save the life of an old man like
me and that you would then give your time to
nurse me thus. I shall never forget you and
heaven will reward you. Tell me your name and
what you are doing here." •
"My name is Tom Arn~, and I came here to
prospect for gold."
The old mlln looked keenly at him.
"There is better business for you than that," be
said kindly. • "Look at me. The gold fever has
been the curse of my life. I have given up all for
it. If, after all this lifetime of hunting for an
El Dorado I should me rewar ded, I would not
know what to do with the fortune. It would do
me little good at my age of life. I warn you of
all this, young man."
"I thank you," said Tom, with a smile, but I am
determined to seek for it all the same."
"Have you a home and folks?"
Tom shook his head.
"I have not a living relative," he said. "I am
out for myself. I am going it alane."
For a few moments the he1·mit looked at Tom.
Then he seemed satisfied, for he drew a deep
breath, and said:
"Tell me your story, boy. I am strangely interested in you."
Tom was drawn to old Joe Nestor greatly and
he was willing to tell him all. There was a long
and friendly talk, and at the .end of it the old
hermit said:
"I like you, lad. I have said that I am done
with the world. But if you will hitch up with me
we will prospect together. There is nothing that
I don't know about the game. You probably do
not even know how to wash out the gold." ·
"That is true," said Tom. "I shall be only too
glad to become pards with you, sir."
And this was how it came about that Tom
Arnold, the orphan boy, . went into partnership
· with old Joe Nestor. He took up his abode there
at the cabin of the hermit, and the old man taught
him all about the art of washing the gold from
the dirt, or sands, and also many other things
about the seeking of gold .
(To be continued.)
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NEWS FROM EVERYWHERE
TIES UP NEW ORLEANS
TRAFFIC
Traffic stopped at Camp and Gravier streets
the other afternoon at 6.30 when an alligato1· five
feet long waddled across the street. It paid no
attention to traffic signals. Traffic Policeman
John Kent tried to stop the saurian but he waddled on. A rope was secured. The 'gator was
lassoed.
Then great crowds gathe1·ed while he was
hoisted into a patrol wagon. At headquarters
Supt. Molony knew not what to do with him. None
of the zoos wanted him. Finally a contractor
agreed to give him a home.
ALLIGATOR

TWO DWARFED SONS HID IN MANSION
An inventory of the household effects of a
Granada composer, Ladipo, who died recently,
revealed the existence of two of the strangest
beings Spain has seen in years. Ladi,po lived
with his servants.
Authorities discovered the musician had two
sons each 3 feet 1 inch tall, their bodies perfecdy proportioned, but with small heads. They
spoke feebly, like voices far away.
The servants said the · dwarfs, Jose and Fernando, forty-two and forty years old, had never
been outside of the big house, do not know how to
eat humanly, have no notion of time and cannot
read.
Senor Lapido concealed them ·because he was
ashamed of their deformity, -it is believed. If
given proper instruction they will be normal.

foot smokestack of the Sioux City Brick and
Tile Company, after a scaffold on whj,ch he had
been working crashed to the earth below.
Momentarily the scantling threatened to give
~ay, whtle firemen worked to save Campbell's.
life. While they worked a forty-mile gale threatened to blow their ladders from the stack and
spectat~rs far below shouted up to them to abandon their efforts before they were swept from the
giant chimney to certain death.
Ladders, lengthened out to the full extent
failed to reach the top of the stack. Attempt~
we_re made to shoot ropes over the top of the
chimney, but the high wind carried the ropes
far from the mark.
The ladder_s w~re then shol'tened until they
reached a pomt six feet above the point where
Campbell clung for life, and the firemen chisled
a hole thro_ugh the brick wall, sixteen inches thick.
As the chisel broke through the thick wall the
firemen heard Campbell say, "Thank God." A
rnpe --:as thrust through the aperture and the
steepleJack lowered to the bottom of the pit
When the steeplejack was taken from the.pit it
was found _th~t his arms were numb from the
hours of clmgmg to the scantling.

"Mystery Magazine"
SEMI-MONTHL Y
-
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ZOO ELEPHANT HAILS HER RETURNED
MAHOUT
Last year, on Good Friday, Indirani, the Zoo's
largest riding elephant, received in the year 1920
as a gift from the Maharajah of Cooch Behar,
went on strike, refusing to obey the orders of her
English keepers. As the elephant was only stubborn and not vicious it was decided to import a
mahout from India to see what could be dQne with
her. The result of this experiment was surprisingly successful, for the native succeeded within
a few days in oataining a perfect' command over
the animal. Last autumn the mahout departed
for his native land. Since his departure the elephant has been exercised by her white keeper aria
has behaved in an exemplary manner. To guard
against a recurrence of bad behavior on her part
this summer the Zoo authorities arranged for a
1·eturn visit of the mahout. The welcome he received from Indirani was quite extraordinary, the
elephant going mad with joy on the appearance
of her former master. So pleased was she that
eventually she became ill with excitement.
STEEPLEJACK 'S LIFE SAVED BY
FIREMAN
For three hours and twenty minutes Art
Campbell, steeplejack, hung to a slender scantling seventy feet above the ground inside a 120-
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IN1ER.ESTING llADIO NEWS
RADIO FOR LEPERS
Off Porto Rico on Cabras Island, the lepers are
quarantined and' lead a dreary life, as they may
not communicate with the' outside world, but now
things have changed, and the out~ide world ~s
b1·ought to them by means of radio. When. 1t
was being adiusted there never was a more m•
terested lot of spectators. Rev. Charles B. Bare
and two assistants put it up in the clubhouse of
the island, and when the "loud speaker" is ad·
ju'sted the listeners will be ~hie to' hear conc~r~s,
lectures and everything else m all the large cities
of the United States. The superintendent of the
i sland says there will be seats en?ugh [or__ all, so.
that they may be comfortable while enJoying the
concerts.

stitute of Electrical Engineers at Pittsburgh were
startled recently while visiting the Westinghouf?e
New High Voltage Testing Laboratory at Trafford when 1,000,000 volts were shot into two b1·ass
spheres placed several f-eet apart. T!ie unexpected display and its resulting blindmg flash
similar to a streak of lightning out of a clear sky
and the crashing noise, man-made thunder which
could be heard a mile away, nearly knocked sev·
eral of the engineers off their feet.
A wonderful illuminating effect was next produced by drawing a high voltage arc over a distance of 25 feet; this demonstration, which lasted
for three minutes, lighted up the entire labora·
tory.
The laboratory is equipped with 1,000,000 and
500,000 volts testing transformers, and apparatus for testing electrical apparatus and insulation under the most unfavorable climatic and installation conditionS'.

SHOULD RECEIVERS BE RATED IN OHMS'?
The policy of selling headsets on the strength
of their direct-current resistance is held to be
wrong by many radio engineers. It is claimed
CARE FOR YOUR RADIO TUBES
that the average 2,000-ohm headset is· as sens!The radio fan is apt to experience disappointtive, and in many instances even more so, than
the receiver with a resistance of 4,000 ohms. ment when he finds that the high voltage leads
Radio receivers should be rated by their impe- from the "B" battery have been accidentally condance. The impedance varies, of course, with the nected across the filament posts ot his receiver
frequency of the current. One well-known head- and one or more tubes are burned .out.
Although the normal life of the average Radioset manufacturer· has taken as a standard 1,000
cycles, and at this frequency his head'Sets have tron filament is considerably more than 1,000
an impedance of 22,000 ohms. It has been found .hours, it requires but an instant to destroy this
that this is the resistance of the average crystal delicate filament when excessive voltages are apor tube circuit. This in itself, however, does not plied to the terminals.
.When filaments are shorted across a twenty,
guarante the efficiency of a headset, sincE! there
are many other requirements and features that _forty or sixty-volt batterv in new condition, the
determine the operating efficiency and sensitive- ''burn-out" requires but a fraction of a second
and unless the user happens to be inspecting the
ness of the radio headset.
tube at the instant of the fl.ash, the d~mage
would not be 1discoyered until the set was used
THE RADIOTRON UV-201-A
again. It is a very easy matter to protect tube
The Radiotron UV-201-A is an improved high filaments by either of the following means:
vacuum tube suitable for detection, radio-amInsert a •100-ohm (non-induct ive) resistance
plification. It contains the new thoriated tung- for each 22-volt block of "B" battery in the cirsten fl.lament, the chi,racteristics 'of which, are cuit next to the positive terminal of the "B" bat~ong life, low power co;1sumption and low op'e rat- tery.., This resistance may be left permanently
mg temperature, and 1t consumes only one-quar- in the circuit without any effects whatsoever in
ter of an ampere ( 0.25 ampere). If the filament the normal life of the receiving set.
voltage is supplied by a six-volt battery, the reProbably the most convenient form of resistsistance of the filament rheost11,t should be at ance is a 25-watt, 11.0-volt tungsten lamp, which
least four ohms. It will be noted that the cur- will provide sufficient pr otection for plate voltrent consumption is very low; in fact, five tubes ages up to and incl~ding 100 ~olts. This resistof the UV-201-A may be operated with the same ance automatically mcreases with the current so
expenditure of energy as is generally called for as to act, in effect, as a protective ballast lamp.
by a single tube of standard type. The UV-201A however is microphonic and should be mounted
o~ cushion• or , spring supports to prevent noise
RADIO DRAMA
from vibration. The life of this new tube is
Philadelphians and those who listen in to the
usually ended by a decrease in electron emission.
This is indicated by an increase in the filament Philadelphia stations had an opportunity recently
to hear & real "radio drama"--one written esvoltage required for satisfactory operation.
pecially for broadcasting. The play, a three-act
melodrama, "The Secret \Vave," was written by
MAN MADE LIGHTNING
Clyde Agnew Criswell, who, with Walter GreenFour hundred electrical engineers who were at- ough, developed the "radio drama technique." 111
tending the spring meeting of the American In- was broadcast from WDAR.
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"When the moving picture was invented it was
found that dramas written for the stage were not
suited for filming," Mr. Greenough says; "a new
technique had to be developed before the motion
picture industry could go forward. It is the same
with radio. A new way of writing had to be developed before radio dramas could be as complete
and entertaining as the legitimate stage and the
moving picture have become.
"The difficulty the moving picture had to overcome was the inability of the players to speak;
with radio the difficulty is to supply scenery. Several plays have been broadcast by various stations successfully because it has been left entirely
to . the listener's imagination to build scenery to
fit the words coming through his head phones.
"But it is possible to use the voices of the
speakers to show the scenery as well as to carry
on the action of the play, and, in addition, to take
advantage of many things not possible on the
stage or in the films. for instance, the dialogue
can continue from scene to scene, a thing not possible on the stage.
WGY, Schenectady, has broadcast several
plays, but these were all plays intended for the
stage and not for the studio. The local stations
have broadcast several plays direct from the
stage, and there is no doubt of the popularity of
•
radio entertainment.
RADIO AND RAIN
Since the announcement in Februa1·y that army
aviators flying over McCook Field, near Dayton,
Ohio, had succeeded in dispelling clouds by means
of electrically-charged particles of sand, considerable discussion has been rampant about the ability of man to control the elemental forces of fogs,
clouds and rain. The theory advanced by Prof.
Wilder D. Ba~croft of Cornell Universitly and L.
Francis Warren, who devised the method u;;;ed
by the army aviators, has never been actually disproved. Neither has it been prov~d to the sa:tisf action of all scientists. It was devised upon
the assumption that spraying the minute drops
charged sand would cause negatively charged
of water which form clouds with positively
.
,,
drops to coalesce.
The experiments have been carried on by the
a1·my air service and attention is called to the fact
that the service has not been interested in causing rain but in dispelling fogs from landing fields.
The clouds attacked by the aviators have contained very little moisture, so it has n ever been
scientifically established that the method would
actually cause rain.
Almost all of the United States has been
treated (or snbjected, depending upon your point
of view) to excessive rainfall during the past
year. Last summer brought more than the average amount of rainfall and the past winter has
brought to the East, at least, an unusual amount
of snowfall. The theory has been advanced that
the extensive use of rat!io has brought about a
super-charged conC:ition in the upper strata of
atmosphere and as so affected the clouds as to
cause excessive rain and snow fall. Whether or
not the theory is conect, we do not know. It has
never been scientifically proved. The experiences
cf the army aviators would lead to the concluaion that an electrical disturbance in the atmos-
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phere has some effect upon moisture. Experi ·
ments have been conducted in an effort to broadcast electrical power by radio. It is not altogethec impossible to believe that at some future
time this method of power transmission may be
as common as the present-day method. It is not
altogether impossible that the same future may
see vast acreages of untillable soil rendered cultivatable by an electrification of the air by power
transmitted by radio.
A GOOD HOOK-UP
It is unfortunate that not a few of the hookups diagrammed by expert&1 for amateurs either
have left out some essential point o.r the drawing
is so sketchy that the poor amateur is driven
back and forth from his apparatus to the retailer,
to the "immediate" profit of the latter unless he
be especially scrupulous.
As has been indicated jn more than one highgrade periodical devoted to the radio industry,
this profit of the dealer is only immediate for unscrupulous members -0f the trade can kill the
goose which lays the golden · eggs-and a careful
survey of conditions has brought about the conclusion that the goose is already gasping.
A hook-up for one step of radio frequeni'y
amplification is perhaps the most generally interesting problem fo1· the amateur who has got
beyond his first plunge into radio development.
Of the many which have been outlined during the
past month there is printed herewith a descriptive diagram, planneed by one of the editors of
the Radio News.
Place three UV-201 lamps in a row, the F's
toward you. Between the first and second plac1..
a radio frequency amplifying transformer and
put an audio frequency amplifier between the
second and third lamps. Leave a one-inch space
between each of them. Place a rheostat a few
inches in front of .each lamp. One wire from the
tuner is connected to the G on the lamp. Run a
wire_ from the P to the primary of the radio
transformer. A wife run from the secondary
to the g on the ·middle lamp, and another from
the P to primary g of the audio transformer.
From the secondary a wfre goes to the g o:r_i the
last lamp and one side of the phone is connected
to a wire from the P on the last lamp.
Next :r;un a wire from due F to the first rheostat and connect the second tuner lead to this
wire. Then 1·un a wire from the second F to the,
positive pole of a 6-volt battery. Tap in a wire
on this lead, run it eighth and tap in a wfre to it
from each of the other two rheostats.
Next run a wire from the primaty of the radio
transformer to the negative of a B battery and a
line from the positive of the audio transformer
to the same battery. From the second seconda1·y
of the radio transformeT run a wire down and tap
into the lead between the lamp F and the secondary rheostat. Run a line from the second secondary on the audio transfOl'mer to the line between
the last rheostat and the F on the third lamp,
and so!aer it. The other phone wire is fastened
to the negative of the B battery. Now a wire
runs down from each remaining F on the lamps
to the positive of the A battery and the circuit
is ·complete. Attached to a one-lamp set this
hook-up will give three stages of amplification.

'
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
LARGEST CHIMNEY IN ENGLAND
The largest chimney in the British Isle~ i~ to
be erected at Coventry. It is to be 365 feet high.
The world's highest chimney is at Great Falls,
Mont., standing 506 feet a.h ove its foundations.
GIANT NEW ZEALAND TREE
One of the largest, if not the largest trees in
the world has been discovered in the bush at
:Waihou, Hokianga, New Zealand. It is a huge
kau ri tree, the vast trunk rising to a height of 75
feet before being broken by the first branch, and
measuring 22 feet in diameter and 66 feet, or approximately a chain, in girth.
A well known bush expert estimates the tree
to contain more than 195,000 superficial feet of
:timber, sufficient to build three double storied hotels of twenty rooms each from floor to ceiling.
PLANK TELLS OF SEA LOSS
A bit of plank tosse9 by the Atlantic for five
years, d1·ifted into St. Johns, N. B., the home port
of the schooner E. E. Armstrong, recently, bearing a message which was believed to clear. up the
mystery of the Armstrong's disappearance in
11}18.
"Lost ship and crew," said the message carved
on the bit of driftwood. "Capt Burns (M;e.) survives."
_
Capt. Burns was the commander of the missing
schooner, last heard from near the Barbados.
He probably did not survive long, as he never was
heard from after the vessel dropped from the
high seas.
TROUT FIGHTS FOR LIFE 35 MINUTES
A fishing record for New York waters was
made the other day when a nineteen-pound brown
trout was captured in Loon Lake, near Malone,
N. Y., by A. E. Paye. The great fish gave its
captor a long and wearing struggle before it surrendered its life.
Ml, Paye, one ·of the County Supervisors, was

fishing in company with E. R. Hayes of Loon
Lake, using an Archie spinner and minnow with
a steel rod. When the fish struck it was realized
that a large catch was hooked, but the fishermen
thoug'ht it was a "laker," which sometimes reaches
large size in these waters. They were therefoee
greatly surprised when it proved to be a brown
trout.
From the moment of the strike a battle was on.
Again and again in repeated rushes the big fish
ran out Mr. Paye's reel until nearly the whole
of his line was in the water, and at times the
tackle was under perilous strain. The struggle
lasted thirty-jive minues before the fish, in exhaustion, gave up. M. Paye has entered his prize
in a contest for a reel offered by a Malone firm .

LAUGHS
"Good I;Ieavens, man; ,pretty badly smashed up,
11in't you? Anybody with you?" "Yes, the chap
who was trying to sell me this used car."
He-Why do you talk continually from morning
until night? She-It's the only time I get. I
sleep from night till morning. ·
Orchestra Drummer-I'm the fastest man in
the world. Violinist-How's that? 0. D.-Time
flies, doesn't it? V.-So they say. 0. D.-Well,
I beat time.
"Marvma, what's in the package?" . "\Vhile at
the butcher's, dear, I got some lights for the
cat." "Mamma, if I ate lights could I see in the
dark like kitty?"
Nurse-Why, Bobby, you selfish little boy!
Why didn't you giye your sister a piecll of your
apple? Bobby-I gave her the seeds. She can
plant 'e~ and llave.a whole o:rcharQ.
Teacher-Now, boys, what creafure is satisfied
with the least amount of nourishment? Up shGt
the hand of Johnnie Thompson, the dunce of the
class. "Well, Johnnie," said the teacher, "and
what creature is it?" "The moth, miss," replied
Johnnie, "because it only eats holes."
Magistrate-Do you mean to say such a physical wreck as your husband gave you that black
eye? Plaintiff-Your Washup, e' wasn't a physical wreck until e' gave me the black eye.
: Dick's parents are well-meaning but a trifle too
strict, believing that "to spare the rod is to s poil
the child." When Dick was asked by a friend of
the family what he would like to be when he ,
grew up, he replied, readily, "An orphan."
Wife-I found an egg in the - coal-bin this
morning. That's a queer place for a hen to lay
in. Husband--Just the ·place, my dear, just the
place. Wife-Just the place? Husband~Why,
certainly. If our hens begin .to lay in coal for ua
we won't need to mind how the price goes.
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HERE AND THERE
I

HORNED OWLS FEAST ON YOUNG PIGS
Horned owls are believed guilty of carrying
off .young pigs from Puget Sound ranches. The
carcasses of several month-old pigs were recently found in the limbs of fir trees, with full-fed
owls sleeping away the daylight hours further
above. The owls also carry off la rge salmon and
impale them on splintered boughs of tall trees.
COOL CHILD SAVES CHILD
Hans, five-year-ol d son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Siverts, was saved from death in Spring Creek,
near Golden Valley, N. D., by Carl Maxie, seven
years old.
Hans tumbled into the creek, which is swollen
by the r ecent rains. Carl peeped over the bank
to determine that his pla,yma t e had landed in the
water and then ran to a point a short distance
below, where the current cut in close to the bank.
He arrived there ahead of Hans, who soon
came down the creek, his protr uding foot giving
the only indication of his p resence. Carl grabbed
the foot and soon had Hans on dry land, where
neigh_b ors revived him.

· Two hours later George Ellis, "St. Louis detective, arrived in Fc,rt Worth in search of an
alleged girl forger . At the Travellers•· Aid office
at the railroad station he encountere d the address of a girl whose descriptien resembled that
of the girl he sought, and found that it was his
daughter, who, however, proved not to -be the alleged forger.
Going to the hotel, he was met by his wife. Mrs.
Ellis fainted upon the sight of her husband,
whom she had not seen for more than eighteen
years.
Later in the day, Mrs. Ellis told newspaper
men of how her husband disappeare d shortly before the birth of her daughter from their home in
Newport, R. I. When the baby was born she was
given into custody of a sister of Mr. Ellis who
reared the child as her own. Mrs. Ellis declared that she had believed her husband dead.
The reunited family will return to Chicago,
where Ellis is employed.

THE KILLER WHALE
A model of the dreadful Killer-the "~10Jf of
the sea"-is to be seen in the American Mu seum
of Natural History.
MONUME NT TO A TREE
The Killer-or Orea-look s like a small whale
Inanimate objects are not often memorializ ed,
Its length varies from twenty
and Nebraska has gone ahead of other States OY big dolphin. Its
jaws are prolonged into a
in erecting a memorial to a tree. It is a wide to thirty feet.
large teeth. Commerstretch between New York and San Francisco, beak filled with strong, practi'c:ally
no value, its
but al;lout half way between, on the plains of Ne- cially, the Killer is of oil. It is found in albraska, there stood, when the "forty-nine rs" were blubber containingof little
the world, being abundant i1t
going west, a cottonwood tree, about five feet in most every ocean
Japan.
tree
big
only
the
and
beauty,
a
was
It
diameter.
Roy C. Andrews of the museum tells some inin an immense area, so thousands of gold seekers
facts about the Killer in his "Wha le
teresting
the
abroad
spread
and
shade,
sought its grateful
Gun and Camera." Killers will apwith
Hunting
follow.
to
were
who
campers
location for other
anything that swims, says Mr.
eat
parently
schoonprairie
the
for
guide
It was sentinel and
is a record of thirteen porpoises
There
Andews.
its
laid
Railroad
ers until the Union Pacific
from the stomach
tracks and ran its trains. The tree finally died, and fourteen seals being taken
but some of those whom it had sheltered erected of a 21-foot specimen.
They set upon a young whale, baiting him like .
a momument which r epresen ts the trunk of a
lay hold of hi s tall
cottonwood and bears the inscription : "On this so many bulldogs. Some will while
others attack
spot stood the or iginal Lone Tree, on the old Cal- to keep him from threshing,
his head, until the poor creature, becomin g overifornia trail."
heated, lolls out his tongue. This is what the
Killers have been playing for. They instantly
BY
D
THREE OF ONE FAMILY REUNITE
hold of his lips, and if possible, his t ongue.
catch
CHANCE
They feed chiefly on the hea d, leaving the carFate reunited father, mothe r and daughter at cass when it begins to putrefy. ·
the Texas . and Pacific Railroad station, Fort
The sper m whale is probably the only marine
Worth, Tex., after a period of eighteen years' animal which is more than a match for a herd
se:gar a t ion. Early in the morning Mar y Ellis, of Killers. The gray whale, or dinarily the cleveighteen, arrived in the city and asked of the erest of all large whales, becomes so terr ified
Travellers' Aid to be directed to a nice hotel.
when threatened by a Killer that he either dashes
H a lf an hour later the girl's mother , from madly for the shore or rolis over on his back
\\·horn she had been separated since shortly after pa r al yzed with fright.
the gi r l's birth, arrived in the city and asked of
Not even ships can daunt the ferocious Killer
the T r avellers' Aid informatio n concerning a cer- w½ich freq uently help s whaling par ties by ·terri:
ta in fi r m. Casually glancing over the register fymg the mutual prey into non-resista nce. Mr,
she noticed c1. name which appeared familiar-t he Andrews t estifies t o an attack m ade on a man
n ame of h~?r daughter. She inquired of the gi rl's and several dogs st a nding on a cake of ice.
wherf'abou ts an d was directed to the hotel to The Killer~ hur led themselves from below and
which the g-nl had been sent.
thrust theu- great heads through the cracks
In a fe w minutes mother and child were re- snapping their jaws viciously. Fortunatel y m~
'
united.
and dogs were just out of reach.
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INTERESTING NEWS ARTICLES
COYOTES 'KILLING BIG GOATS ,
Coyotes are actually wip~ng out the go~ts, one
of the most important agricultural lmes m Ol'egon, and goat owne1·s are seeking l'elief, _according to a report of County Agent Be_ck, _Just returned from the Nashv1lle-Nortons d1stnct. The
coyotes are becoming so p1·edacious they kill big
goats and sheep .

there is great likelihood of the explosive merely
destroying the top of the berg, leaving the bulk
of it floating beneath the surface and more dangerous to ships, since it cannot be detected until
t!1e vessel is upon it.

A MUSICAL PIG
There has been. added to the collections in the
Ind,ian Religious Room of the British Museum a
acquired granite figure of N andi, the bull
recently
AIRPLANE HUNTS FOR MULES
the god of destruction. This animal is
Siva,
of
Folks who tlrtnk spending an afternoon in an very frequently represented in Hindu religious
airplane is a nice, expensive h,1xu-ry, would have art, but the specimen now exhibited is the best
been scandalized recently when C. W . . Kraul, and by far the largest possessed by the museum.
rancher of Lindsey, Cal., hired an aviator and his For the gTanite sculpture is very beautiful, and
p1ane a~d went out huntin&· for his_ mules.
is so finely carved as to seem full of life. It may
Hunting lost mules by auplane 1s de~lared the date from the fourteenth century. It was probvery newest in stunts. Mr. Kraul, with Orval ably brought to England in the eighteenth cenFreeman local airman, soared high, and as they tury, and formed part of the Stowe House colflew Kra~l scanned the landscape with a power- lection.
·
ful glass finally being rewarded by the discovThe Department of Ethnography has just ac- strayed
had
\\'hich
mules,
lost
three
the
of
ery
quired a small but interesting ethnological collecaway three days before.
tion from what was forµierly known as German
New Guinea, but is now Australian mandated
MINJSTER SAVES HIS DOG
territory. Before the war most of the specimens
It cost the Rev. I. A. Storey, pastor of the Col- from this region naturally went to Germany, but
ored Methodist church, El Dorado, Kan., $6.66 to they are now finding their way to other countries.
Perhaps the most curious of the new objects is
secure the return of his dog, after it had been
captured-by Joel Robinson, a negro, who is a dog a musical instrument carved in the shape of a
pig. This comes from New Ireland, an island
catcher.
The dog was taken into custoay several days in the Bismarck Archipelago which was renamed
ago by Robinson, when he found it running at New Mechlenburg -by the Germans and has now
lal'ge. It, with a number of other dogs, was received back its original name. This instrument
shipped to Kansas University to be us_ed by med- is made of a section of a tree trunk about a foot
ical students. The Rev. Mr. Storey wired the of- in diameter. It has three upstanding keys, which
ficials not to kili it, but to ship it back to El are played by rubbing the palms of the hands
Dorado. This was done, but it cost the minister with resin from the breadfruit tree and then passing them over the keys, the principle being that of
$3.66 express charges.
After the dog arrived here the Rev. Mr. Storey the musical glasses. The instrument is engraved
secured a city license for it. That cost $2. The with inlaid ornament. The pig's eyes are repminister then was fined $1 for allowing his dog resented by the opercula of shells. This instrument, of which the museum already possessed one
to Tun at large, 'bringing the costs to $~.66.
specimen, but an entirely undecorated one is
' .
peculiar to New Ireland.
ICEBERGS ARE MOST DANGEROUS IN
Another object of great intel'est is a headSPRING
dress made of cassowary plumes. It folds up into
Contrary to the belief of many people, the sea- a very small compass and opens out to make a
son when icebergs are most dangerous to ships dignified panache. This specimen comes from exin the North Atlantic is not in the winter but in German New Guinea. Another curious object
the spring and summer, when the big bel'gs break is a nut, about the size of a Brazil nut, from
away from the fields during the winter·and drift . which the kernel has been extracted. It is carved
into the lane of ships. In winter the floating outside with a human face. The nutshell is so
field s of ice are so frozen together that they offer fasllioned as to emit a sharp clicking noise, when
but little clanger to ships. The small drifts that clipped by the thumb nail. This sound,- which refloat into the North Atlantic in winter may easily sembles the click of a castanet, is a love-call and
be ploughed through by a big ship without any is used by a lover to summon his beloved. This
difficulty. In clear weather icebel'gs may be seen also comes from ex-German New Guinea.
A Chinese carving on a white stone, which has
at a great distance so that ships may change their
course and avoid collisi~1. The chief difficulty in been added to the collection in this department,
the spring and summ6- lies in the presence of represents two fig:ul'es of Kwan-Yin, the goddess
fog that usually surrounds a huge berg, so that it of mercy and relief. The inscription reads, "Two
1
cannot be seen. The United States Coastguard Kwan-Yins On white jade, one on behalf of de1 maintains a fleet of cutters whose duty it is not
ceased ancestors seven generations back, and the
' only to warn other ships of the presence of ice- othe'r on behalf of my deceased husband, that he
bergs but to dynamite and destroy the bergs if may meet Buddha and hear the law." This is
followed by a date· equivalent to A. D. 652,
possible. The work n ... .;t J: e done carefully, for
I

·~ -

STONE-EATING
ANIMAL°S
Stones are commonly f ound in
the · stomach of
the crab - eating
seal of the Antarctic Seas; and
it is believed that
they, with ,a certain amount of
grit, ~re scoopeq
up with the crustacea from the
bottom of the sea.
The emperor penguin, on the other
hand, shows an
instinctive craving for stones for
gizzard - grinding
p u r p o s e s ; f01;
·these stones must
be assiduously sought, since
these birds never
rest u p o n d r y
1 a n d , but only
upon ice. The fate
of stones swallowed by birds is
not easy to determine.
Another unexpected name . in
this list of stone~
swallowers is that
of the L e s s e r
Rorqual This is
a "baleen" whale,
f e e d i n g upon
minute crustacea
and fish. From
the peculiar method of feeding
which is, so to
speak, f o r c e d
upon this animal,
it is unlikely that
aey portion of its
food is scooped
up from the sea
floor; hence the
pebbles found in
its stomach must
be
deliberately swallowed,
and it jg supp o s e d , for the
purposes of digestion, or, rather, of trituration.
They a re hardly
likel y to be derived f r o m the
fish which are engulfed, for these
a re mostly herring.

Glands :used To
Restore Hair Growth
Science of Gland Therapy Reliens
Baldness - New Treatment Restores Health and Growtlt.

L&rire ehtrt manufacturer ,.,.a.nts airenta
to sell complete line ot sh irts , pajamas,
and night Bhirtt direct to w earer. Adv ertised brand--e"xoluaive patterns-easy
t o sell. No experience or capita.l 1:•
quired. Enttrely new prop osition.
Write for free samp le,.

M•cltaop Shirt Co., aoa • roadway. N.y

.o.

Baldness In both m en and women ls now
genera lly IU!cribed by scientists to i efectlve
tunctlonlng of endocrin e glands. H air growth
la d epen d.e nt upon the 11ecretlon11 of these
gland.a -these secretions making possible the
LSS!mllation of those elements in the blood
which are vital t o a l•xu rlous growth of hair.

THE E~CTRIGITY ~..: :h~-~~\;•~:.-...:~

Jour table or halld. Curet Rbeumatbm, Llver an4
Kidney Dllleue. Weak andL&ni.Baolc,eto,
For
advut,lnng: pul'J)Osea we ll'ill Pve ON• BJ:.L1' F11.u to
one peuonlne1,0h locality. ,

Dept.No. t2,

Now it ls possible for any bald person to
have a tull, luxuriant growth of hair through
the discovery of El. R. Alexander, nationally
known selentl..Bt. Dr. Alexander, through the
~oncentratlon of glands, can supply the de0.clency of gland secretion ancl produce a
full growth of hair.
'
This discovery may be easily •sed In the
privacy of your own home. Within a few
weeks you will notice new, vigorous hair beglnnfng to come In and with this growth you
can gradually restore yo•r hair to its forD1er
bright, healthy color.
·
So confident is Dr. Alexander that you can
be relieved of the embarrassment of baldne'Bs
md regain the normal hair growth by thl..B
method that he otters to send a regular $4.00
treatment for only $1::.00 to anyone who will
wJ"ite for It. Use It according to directions,
and if at the end of a month yo• do not :t'lnd
your hair returning with all It • former vigor,
the treatment does not coat a cent.
SEND NO MONEY - just your name and
'lddress to Alexander Laboratories, 721 Gateway Station, Kansas City, Mo., or 721 Terminal, Toronto, Canada, and this treatment
will be mailed at once in plain wrapper. Try
It according to directions and if at the end
of a month you are not more tha:d satisfied
with results, your money wm be refunded
at once. A:. big Kansas City bank guarantees
that Dr. Alexander ls reliable and holds $1,000
,ash as a guarantee to ret•rn your money
If you wish. _
-Don't sufter the embarrassment of baldneH
-!Jive the treatment a trial on tJlla liberal ofter.

~~~

taught a!moilt anr one a t h ome. fiWaU eost.
Send · TOD..lr 2 ~ts tor pariu<11a~a aad
proof.
GEORGE W. -$MITH

.

Room 111-761, 125 N . Jeff Ave., Peoria, Ill.
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OR.QUAYLE SANITARIUM. l)epe_ 971 MADISON.OHIO
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AddreuE.J. SMEAD.
VII.1,"'ELAND,NEW JJ:B.BS'I•
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Brand new blue steel

double s a f et y automa
bou ght b efore r ecent tariff rai se
and offered a t s pecial prices for a limi ted

~~Jc~e11:~~
~~;?o:;~~~j4Ji~i:°s~~
clal at $6,. 95.

Or regular $25. 00 heavy servfoe82•caiibre~W-shot automat ic. 5in.long,oll.I.'tNo. 7 4B120, special at $9. 75. EXTRA
Dotb sizes shoot all

:'!~•~!.t'i~!!.with eaeh -gun~

PAY PO S TMAN ON DELIVERY plus postage.
Mo11ey back promptly if Not Satisfied.

tl)NSUMERS CO., Dept. 74B

126S Broadway,N.Y.

A R'I' PIJOTOs, studie s bf anty of the na tun•. po :-; tcnrd ~ nn1J ln rge size. great collec•
lion. l:lawple s pl en,liJ for $1.00-$3.00 $500. Etiil l011 s tl'Art at Neuillr·Plalsauct>
(S&O) !<'ranee.

Be -a

Radio Course

FREE

Certificated ~

Electrical Expert
You, Too, Can Learn

To Boss Thia Job

·"ELECTRICAL EXPERTS" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
What's YOUR Future?

Trained .. Electrtcal Exp'erts .. are In ,rrea.t demand at the h.lgbest salar101. and tha opportunlUee for adn.ncemen, and a bl.I aucc111 1D
this line a.re the area.teat ever known.
'~Electrical Expert&" earn $70 to $200 a week. Fit yourself for one of Lbese bia pnylni" posiUoua

Be an .. Electrical Expert"

Today eTen the ordinary eleotriclan-the "screw driver" kind is tnaking money-bis: money. But 1t'1 the tr&lned man-the man whol
knows the whys and wherefores of Electricity-the "Electrical E:z:pert -who ii picked out to ''b<>z1" ordinary electrlclana--to bod
l>lJI job11r--the Jobs lh•t pay.
0

$3,500 to $10,000 a Year

Get In line tor ono or these "Big Job•.. by enrollln11 now for my eaoU,•learned, qulckly•iiruped, r[aht-np-to-tbe-mlnute, Bpare•Tlm•
Home 81.udy Course 1n Practical Electricity.
~

Age or Lack of Experience No Draw-back
,thorough,
You don•t have to be a. College Man: you don't have to be a High School graduate. M7 Course
Electrlcf.t,y
the most simple.
and succeasful
existence, and offers every m&n, reaardlesa Of aa:e, education. or preTioua experience, the cb.anco
become.
Expert," able
ma.ks trom $70 to $200 a. woek.
I a. very short time, •·ElectricaJ.
a.n

1n

in

1n

to

,

I Give You a Real Training

'

Satisfaction Guaranteed

I

is

to

A.I Chief Englneer ot the Chicago Enatneerioz Works I lmow e:xactly the kind of tu.inlng a ma.n needs to get the best positions at the
highest salarica. Hundreds oC my studenlJi a.re now earnlng $3,500 to $10,000. Many aro now oucceosful ELECTBIOAL CONTRACTORS.
So sure am I that you can lenm Electrlcity-ao sure am I that after ztudying with mo. you, too. can ret into tho ..big moneyh class 111
electrical work, that I Will guarantee under bond to return every sina'le penDJ' t>aJ.d me in tuition. it, when you b&Te flniahed my cour--.,
yc,.,i, a.re not satisfied it was the best investment you ever ma.de.

FREE-Electrical Working Outfit-FREE

I givs each student a SIJlendld Outfit of Electrical Tools, Materials and Measuring Instruments e.bsolutely FREE. I also furnish them
You do PRACTICAL work-A'» HOME.
You st.art right In after the fint few lessons to WORK AT YOUR PBO•
FESSION in a. vracUcal way.

with all supplle5, exa.ml.nation paper. and many other t.h.in.a:s that other schools don't furnish.

z-;:: ~;;; ;h:1~:1:e::-c:c:g:E~

;.:;n:r;:g-

Dept. 209, 2150 Lawrence Ave., Chicago, 111.

0

8

w:r:,71
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f;:iJ~tr:~
An Electrical Expert."

1

No obllaation on my

vart.

tAdamd,•...•.. •• ••... ................................ .... :. ..
I

. . . . . -. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

SAVE $45.50 BY ENROLLING NOW

I

You can sa'Te $45.50 in tuition by enrollin2 now. Let ma send you tuJl
particularo or my great Special Olfer, and my .B'ree booklet on "How tao
Become An Eloot.rical Expert."

I

L . L . COOKE . CHIEF ENGINEER

I
I

, · · · · · · ., · · · · · · · · · · · · · .. . .. . . ... 1

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Dept , 209.

Incorporated
2150 Lawrence Ave .•

Chicago, Ill.

•tife Airit in Holdin' a Good Hand1
but in Playin a Poot Hand Well
.>

--A-,NT~,N

By R:C. Templeton
D

O you want to advance in Business? In Advertising? In Salesmanship? Many of the country's foremost Sales and Advertising Managers,
Chief Clerks, Accountants, Office Managers, Bookkeepers, and Private Secretaries have won success
with the help of the International Corre_spondence
Schools. More students have been enrolled in the
I. C. S. Business Courses than in any other busineaa
courses in the country.
Would you like to be a first-class Draftsman,
Mechanical, Electrical, Civil or Steam Engineer? A
Chemist? An Architect? A Buiiding Contractor?
An Automobile Expert? Thousands of men have
climbed into ,big jobs in the technical professions
through I. C. S. help.
The I. C. S. is the biggest and oldest correspondence school in the world. For thirty-one years, it
has been helping men out of routine drudgery into
HERE 1s NO FINER THING IN THE WORLD than
.,...ork they like-helping them to win advancement,
courage. It is the warm and beautiful
to have happy, prosperous homes, to know tile joy
flame which lights the fires of ambition in
of getting ahead in business and in life.
every man's soul and burns a forward path
How much longer are you going to wait before
through every difficulty.
taking the step that is bound to bring you more
It is easy to be courageous when the odds arc in
money? Isn't it better to start now than to wait five
your favor. But the greater hero is the man who
years and then realize what the delay has cost you?
11milcs a brave smile when days are darkest and
One hour after supper each night spent with the
keeps on fighting toward the ultimate goal-"to the
I, C. S. in the quiet of your own home will prepare
last a warrior unafraid."
. you for the position you want.
.As Grantland Rice so beautifully expresses it:Here is all we ask: Without cost, without obligat,I
ing yourself in any way, mark and mail this coupon.
"God grant that in the strife and stress
It takes only a moment of your time, but it is the
Which all must face who linger here-Upon the Field of Hopelessness
most important thing you can do today. Right now
Or with the laurel swinging near,
is the time to say "I will,"
Upon the "ll'Orld's red firing line
.

The battle of the strong and weak-

The fate of all the Fates be mine--

I will not show the Yellow Streak. -'

If Fortune play me false or fair- •

If, from the shadowlands I creep
Up to the heights and linger there,
Or topple downward to the deepOn up the rugged path of fame,
Where one man fa11s-a.nothcr mounts;
God grant that I play out the game,
For there is nothing else that counts."

-------TEAR OUTHERE------INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONOENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4469·8, Scranton, Penna.
Without cost or oblli°atton, please tell me how I can quallf7 for
the position or in the subject be/11re which I have marked an X:
BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT

8
Pnud~~i:1 afdl't~~!~':::!~1t

I

8:~1~~:ip
~f:lv
Better Letters

·
Foreign Trade
Stenography and Typtns
8usineas English
Civil Service
Railway Mail Clerk
Common School Subjeete
High School Suhiects
D Cartoonlnir
Illu,tratlng
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEPARTMENT
Architect
Electrical Engineerlna:
_
Olue Print Read in&'
Electric Lightiog
Contractor and Builder
Meehanlcal Ena:inehr
Archltectura.1 Drattsma11 MechanicatDraftsman
Builder
Concrete
Practice
Mach1ne Shop
Structurnl Ena:ineer
~ Unllroad Positions
Plumbing and Heating
Gas Engine Operatlna:
<:hemistn• D Pharmacy
Chll Ena:ineer
Automobtlo Work
Surveying and Mavplng
Navigation
D Mlnini
Metallurgy
Agriculture and Poultry
Steam Engineering
Mathematica
D All"plane Ene-ines
~ Bad.to
Personnel Organization
Traffic Manaa:ement
Business La,,
Banking and Banking Law
Accountancy (including C.P.A.)
Nichelson Cost Accounti.01
Booklteeoing
Private Secretary
CJ French
Business Spnn!sh

I

As the old cowboy saying goes-"Life ain't ln
holdin' a good hand, but in playin' a poor hand well."
What if you did have to leave school when you
•
were but a boy I What if you have· been working
for years at a small salary with little or no chance
for advancement I Do you think that makes any
difference to a real fighter?
What you have done with your time up to now
accounts for what you are Today.
What you do with your time from now on will
dedde what you wiD be, Tomorrow.
N•me ....................................................................................................
1•10 .. 23
Street
Your hands can't earn the money you need. But
u .. ,u........... ou.,H,p,uun ............... ., .....J.t••••u••···· ···"··"·····••o•
AddreSso ..
your bead can-and willl-if you give it the chance.
No matter what your age-your education-or . C!ty ........... "··•· ·· .. ·······························Stat. .......................................... .
Occupation........................................................... . . ............. .... .. ..
7our means,you can get out of the rut and make good
Person.a re1idino tn Cana.do doul4 ,end thi1t cot,pon to th~ /ntMnl•
la a big way if you grit your teeth and aay "I will." l(onal
Oorre,vondenoe Bchool, Oanadtan, lJimit~d, Montreai .. Canel4•.,
,,r....

r··
;;,.,

.,.e.,,..

$; _,
1_c'

.

\VILD WEST WEEKLY

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

ISSUES - Young Wll<l W('st Saving the Stage<'onch; or, How
Arietta 'l'rapped the Road Agents.
" and "llfesqulte Monte"; or, 'l'he Worst Greaser
In Arizona.
" DPfencling rhP Camp; or, Arletta and the
llfasked Raiders.
" nnd the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins' Last
Fight.
" n s n Scont; or. Saving the Emigrant '!'rain.
" Hnnn!ng the Ranch; or, Arlette's Gnme Fight.
" and "f'hnpporal Chick"; or, '.J:he Bandits of
the Foothills.
" and the llfnd l\fexican; or, Arlette's Warning
Shot.
" encl the Cowhoy llfllllonalre; or, Hemm~ed In

Useful, Instructive and Amusing. They Contain
Valuable Information on Almost Every Subject

- - LATEST

1042
1043

1044
10-1!;
1047
l048
104!l

1050
10:il

by EnPmle~.

.,

1052

"

1053

"

105+
1055

"
"

1056

"

1057

"

1058
10;;0

•·
"

1000

"

In the "Lnnd of Dead Things"; or, Arietta and
the Vultures.
Lii?htning Leap; or, a Despernte Duet on
HorSPhack .
In the Golden Valley; or, Arletta's Indian Sign,
Marke<l Mustang; or, Trapping the Horse
'.l'hleves.
and "Puncher Pete"; or, Arletta and the Dynamite.
Almost Beaten; or, The Secret o! the Blasted
P1nP.
Bufl'nlP Hunt; or, Arletta's Awrnt Ride.
at Bol!vrrr Rntte; or, The Camo That Was Run
bv ''R:1rl" iff'n.

and thP 'l.'rnpped Troopers; or, Arletta and tbe
Apn<'he Ambush.
1061 " and the Cowgirl Queen; or, The Clean-up at
Ranch Forty,
1062 " and the Indian Agent: or, Arletta's Daring
Expose.
1063 " nnd the Rkh Ranchero; or, The Shot That
llfadp a Friend.
106-1, " nnd the Death Stream; or, Arletta's Awful
AltPrnatlve.
100:'i " and "Spotted Sam"; or Trnlllng a Halfbreed.
1066 " Scrimmage In Mexico; or, Arletta and the Va<1uero Dandy.
lOG7 " Balking the "Bad_" Men; or, Saved by the Clever
(.'btoee.
rnr.q " L<>ndlng the Cowboys; or, Arletta's Fight With
the Rustlers.
1069 " Outwitting the Outlaws; or, Dnndy Dick's De·
flnnce.
1070 " Pnrsulog the Pawnees; or, Arletta and the Redskin Princess.
1071 " and "Cunning Chip"; or, The Gold Gnng of
the Gulch.
1072 " and the Border Crooks; or, Arletta and the
Smuggler Queen.
1073 •1 Flghtlnl? the Fire Fiends; or, Saving a Herd
of Cnttle.
10'H " Denth Drnw; or'. Arletta Duolng the Desperadoes.
1075 " anil the Silent Scout; or, The Sign That Saved
thP Rettlement.
1076 " Stnkln p; a Tenderfoot; or, Arletta and tht' Grizzly Bear.
1077 " Roping the "Ghost Dancers"; or, Spoiling an
Tndlnn Outbreak.
1078 " Cnptnrlug a Claim; or, Arietta and the Gold
Porket.
1079 " and the D Pndwood Deadshot; or, The Man Wbo
W!ls Hard to Beat.
For wale by all newsdealer •, er will be oent to an:,
addren on receipt of price, 7e per COPJ', h1 mone7 .,
vo1ta1l'e 1tampa, b7
HARRY "E. WOLFF, Pnblhber, lno.,
118 Wut 2Sct Street,
New York City

SCENA'IIIOS

HOW TO
WRITE THEM

Price S5 Cents Per Cop7
Thl1 book contain• all the moat recent changes in the
method of construction and 1u bmlssion of • cenarioa.

8ixt7 Lessons, covering ever:, phase of acenarlo writ•
ing. For sale b7 all Newadealere and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send us the price,
35 centa, In money or postage stamps, and we will
ma1! you one, postage free. A.ddres •
L. SENA.RENS, 219 Snenth Ave., New York, N, Y,

No, 4~.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YOUK

S'.rUMP

SPEAKER. - Containing a varied assortment of stump
speeches, Negro, Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes.
Just tho thing for home amusement and nmateur shows

No. 43, THE BOYS OF NEW YORK l\IlNSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Something new und Yer:v

instructive. Every boy should obtain this book, as it
contains full lnstrnctlons for organizing an amat<>ur
minstrel troupe.
N?, 40.

.UOW TO MAKE AND USE ELEC'l'RICl'l'~.

No. 48.

.UOW 'l'O BUILD A.ND BAIT, CANOES. - A

A description of the wonderful uses of eiE>ctricity and
electro magnetism; together with full lnstrnctlous for
making Electric To:)'.S, Batteries, elc. By George 'l'relJt• I,
A. J\1., M. D. Con1 ru.nlng over fifty lllustrntions.

-

hnudy book for boys, containing full dlrection8 for con structing canoes and the most popular manner of snl!ing them. Fully Ulustrated.
No. 49. HOW TO DEBATE.-Giving rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions tor discussion and the best sources for procuring Information
on tbe que.~tlons given.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.A vnluable book giving, instructions in collecting, pre•
paring, mounting and preserving birds, animals und
Insects.
No. 61. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CARDS. - Containing explanations of the general principles of s!elghl of-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
ordinary cards, ancl not requiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks involving sleight-of-band, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No, tS2. HOW TO PLAY CARDS. -A complete and
handy little book, glvlug the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre, Cribbage, Cassino, Forty-Five,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and many other popular games of cards.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND lllANAGE PETS. Giving complete Information as to the manner and
method o! raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managing all kinds of pets; also giving full instructions for
making cages, etc. Full explnined by twenty-eight
1llustratlons.
No. 56.

HOW TO BECOME AN "ENGINEER.-Con-

tainlng full Instructions, bow to become a locomotive
engineer; nlso directions for bu1Idlng a model locomotive; together with a full description of everything nn
engineer should know. ·
No. 58, .UOW TO BE A DETECTIVE. - By Olcl King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he lays down
some valuablP rul<'<! for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well -known detectives.
No, 00. now TO BECOl\IE A PHOTOGRAPHER. Containing useful information regarding the Camera and
how to work it; also bow to make Photographic l\Iaglc
Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 64. HOW TO l\lAKE "ELECTRICAL ~lACHINES
- Containing run directions for making electrical machines, Induction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
iuu~ir:t~'led by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
No. 63. J\ffiLDOON'S JOKES. - Tbe most original
joke book ever published, and It is brimful of wit and
humor. It contains a large collect;lon of songs, jokes,
conundrums, etc., o! Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humorist and practical joker of tbe day,
No. 66. now TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing over
three b _undred Interesting puzzles nntl conundrums, with
key to same. A complete book. Folly mustrated.
No, 87,

HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRIOKS.-Con-

talnlng a large collection of Instructive and highly
amusing electrical tricks, together with Illustrations.
By. A. Anderson.
No. 68. .UOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS. - Con•
talnlng over one hundred highly amusing and Instructive tricks with chemicals. By A. Anderson. Handsomely Illustrated.
No. 60. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT-OF-HAND. - Containing over fifty of the latest and best tricks used bl
'lllaglclans. Also containing the 11ecret of second sigh
Fully lllustrated. By A. Anderson.

For sale by all newsdealer• or will be sent te -:r
address on receipt of price, 10 eente per aop:,-, la monei, '
or postaa-e 1tomp1, b7

HARRY E. WOLJi'F, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street

New

Ya

